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PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 10, 1906.
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L of Whom the Cou.ntess is very fond.1
the New York Life Insurance comJean has pleaded foul's case several;
pany, gait} last night:
times, but in vain.
"Mr. McCall is seriously ill of liver
When the Count and the Countess
trouble, and since he went to Lakeappeared
'before. Judge Ditte the
I
viten!, N. J., about two weeks ago,
Countess angrily rejected ohe judge's
his conaition has not improved. I EFFORT TO
ENFORC
BLOCK GRAFT INPOSITIO
COrPEACE
TO
E
efforts
N
to
COLLINS
consider
OF
induce, her to
IN
CHIEF
a
have not seen him in several days,
,
QUIRY THE PRINCIPAL
reconciliation. The Countess exbut have, of course, been kept inMUNITY-7-WINEROOM ORDINANCE WILL BE OF iNESTIM- clamed in English:
CHARGE.
formed as to his condition. Al"No!
again!"
.Not
and
then
Never
ABLE VALUE TO POLICE IN REGULATING THINGS.
though les will probably be ill for a
repeated the negatives in French
lentothee.
hs h. hi
: !..12 41.11!ge. il not
(7,
°nein of St.
see.
derstartd her lapse into English.
C• C.1.1444 Llig to Sift the
Clitef James Collins, of the police days, while the same penalty goes to
When Judge Ditte asked
the
Department.
Mrs. T. L. Morrow and daughter of
Force, yesterday stated that now he the proprietor or any other connect- Count, Boni said:
SEVERAL ATTORNEYS '
North Sixth, want to Memphis, yes"None at all."
was in a position to weed out the ed with the grogshop and permits
SUSTAIN CONTENTION terthey to visit.
the females to enter.
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 9.—Chief
"wineroom evil" in this city, because
Chief Collins has for many months
Kiely
probably will 'have to answer
there has become a law the ordi- strongly urged the adoptipn of this
to more serious charges than were
City Solicitor Has Rendered Opinion
nance which provides for a severe ordinance as be wineroom evil has
anticipated when he was 'suspended.
That He Is Not a Resipenalty to any female who enters a been one of nte greatest bothers to
The charges, it is believed, will
saloon or room connected thertiprith, the police department imaginable.
dent of Paducah.
leaver
four principal courets---negtiand also stipulates that the prOPrie- There was no law covering the case BOARD)1s)F SUPERVISORS UNgenee; conduct unbecoming an, offiMR.
ETHON
tor, bartender or clerk shall be sum- however, and it has been impossible
STROW
IS NOW
COMPLETE
ABLE
TO
cer; conduct injurious to the pubic
marily dealt with in like manner to handle the perplexing question.
ORGANIZING BENTON
D
NOBLE IS
WORK TODAY
service; acts contrary to the good orwhen they permit a character of this
FIRM.
Ncw he intends vigorously enforcALSO
IN
DOUBT
der end discipline of the police denature to enter their place.
ing measure which is of great assistpartment.
Mayor Yeiser has signed the ordi- ance to the police in keeping peice
They Had Intended to Yesterday
The Kiely trial will be taken up
nance and it is now binding and en- to the community as some very disOn being aeked yesterday' what he Material Now Being Hauled and iex
Settle Some Big Assessment:Out
nte.d
s ten
i7ek,possibly Tuesday or Wedforcible.
It stipulates that any graceful orgies have been perpetuatDeposited for New Hotel BuildMember Caldwell Is Ill.
though of the question again being
hived woman who goes intp a grog ed heretofore and they have been
ing—Tobacco Warehouse.
'raised as to the ineligibility of Mr.
The Dorsey incident probably will
shop .shall be fined up to ak high as hard to get at under the circumfounders
A.
Fowler
to sit upon the
play a minor part in the hearing.
,e
$#5 aixt be sent to jail for thirty stances.
The city board of supervisors had board of public works, Mayor Yeieer
Four specifications under the prinAt Benton Mr. Ethon Strove, the cipal charge of
intended to complete their work yes- stated that the city solicitor had alnegligence probably
ready reported the law to the effect well known merchant
of that city, will involve allegatimts thee Chief
terday, but found this was absorutely that he was not
of 1.10 Kentucky avenue, doubtless
eligibile to sit upon has about completed
the work of or- Kiely has endeavored to block the
thinks troubles come in bunches, as impossibk, as they have not yet this public body. Quizzed as to what ganizing
investigation of the polise departan
incorpoeated company,
several days ago a negro was kilted finished counting up the total assess- he himself 'thought about the matter,
ment.
in his place, then Thursday night the ment upon the real estate book, being the mayor said he doubted Mr. Fow- for the pureose of stating a big deThat the incidents in connection
aldermen took 'away his license by now clown into the "W's." They ler'e eligibility, but.tre would not ex- tenement stone. The concern will be with the Dorsey case are not the viFRANK
HAGERTY'S ESTATE refusing to • grant 'a renewal, while
press himself as being convinced, like known as "The Model
Store Com- tal charges which are to be preferred
today complete with that, and then ,everybody else is,
NOW GETS FULL AMOUNT
that Mr. Fowler pany" and capitalized at $20,000, against Colonel Ntatthew
yesterday
the George Goodman
Kiely by
OF POLICY.
Whisky company stied him for $36.20 Monday take the personal book and is not qualified tereeit upon the board. nearly all the stock for which has the board of police
commissio
ners
Many lawyers questioned on the already been subscribed
claimed due on an accotint. The total this up on the counting mafor. It is is rapidly becoming evident.
propositio
n
yesterday said. that Me. their intention to erect a new buildmoney he 'mut paid isfie the city chi .. Mr. Eli Boone yesterday said
It is now apparent thirrIte"toiendo......
Fowler was not eligible to the posi- ing and get started for 'business
The Third Trouble in Charles Smi- treasery in the heip:.• of getting his it
about of police commissioners are preparwbukl take them until the last of thee and
that multiplicity of troubles the first or May or June, if possible. ing to
ley' List Consists of Lawsuits
!teener renewed was attached by the
charie Kiely with What is
—Settling Warren Case.
Goodman firm • before, the treasurer next week at least before they could were more than likely to arise by his Mir. Strow has 'been engaged in busi- tantamoune/o attempting to
block
cantiettion
compl;te
the/kook,
for
as
the position on the ness with 'his two brothers at that the investigation
it was more
could return the coin to Stinky after
of the - police depart
his application was rejected.
of a tedious and laborious task than ground that he maintains his resi- place, but has withdrawn from the molt. In other words,
that they
dence here in town at his mother's firm and will now launch a concern of
t Warren Bankruptcr.
The court of appeals at Frankfort
anyone imagined.
will-tattempt to show that Chief Kiehome, although he himself announces this own, to handle dry goods, cloth- ly
Trustee C. V. Kennedy, of the
yteterday cerairmed the local circuit
was unfaithful to his duty as ohef
Yesterday Was the time they had that his home out in
the country is ing. boots, shoes and in fact every- of police, a nd.
court in the suit of the administra- M. G. Warren bankruptcy proceedunfaithful
to
the
bo
d
set
to
settle
question
the
definitely as the place whore he will residepreman- thing carried in a store of departtor ed Frank Hagerty against the ing, came here yesterday from Calof police commissioners, as they enently,
the
year
around.
to
how
much
defending
In
traction
the
and light
ments..
Continental Casualty company foe loway county, and made his final retered upon their job of cleaning up
Soso°. In the lower court the plain port in the case, which is inoiv being company and also telephone corn- his stand Mr. Fowler says that ot&rs
the department.
tiff won, getting judgment against wound up. Warren filed his petition pinks %twitted be asse.sed for muni- *like state officials at Frankfort live in
Developments which have come to
Hautling !Aerial.
the latter place, but vote here in
the company fer the full amount of shortly after being sent to the fedlight during the investigation Uf the
taxes,
Caldwell,
but
Mr.
cipal
R.
G.
Paducah.,
and
as
to
this
lawyers
Hon.
eral
Mike
say
Oliver yesterday said police departmen
prison at Atlanta, Ga., for atthe policy.
t strongly indicate
one of the members was sick and
Hagerty was fireman for the Illi- tempting to pass counterfeit money. confined abed at his home, and the there is a special provision for any- that the work of hauling the material that the polite commissioners expect
one
occuppying
et‘
public
position
the
for
new
This
hotel
that
Benton,
at
wae
had been to make much more
nearly two years ago and
nois Central railroad, and had been
serious charges
two others, Messrs Boone and Dick carries them to the state capitol.
started, and the sand, brick, cement against
kept out en the road for forty-eight even since then the litigation has Holiand, put the matter off until
the efficiency and capability
the
One
alderman
yesteeday
and
other
articles
said
been
that
going
needed
now
on.
were,
hours during a busy spell, firing his
other gets well and comes back to everybody knew Mr. Fowler was not being &Posited on the ground ready of the suspended chief than had been
engine that hauled freight trains.
desk.
his
eligible, even the city eolicitor, who for work just whenever favorable anticipated, and which, if proven to
Hog train was laying on the side COUNTESS
ANNA
On being asked yesterday if they quieted as much in his statement weather opens up and they could start the satisfaction of the
SAYS SHE IS DONE.
track down on the Memphis division
crs
h
reco
tem
could anreays roughly estimate
ntin
ioiestsionore on the question, bat :M- opiera tionnsmAbspe-inteside making
Of the road, waiting for another train
sely
assessmen
the
be,
would
total
the
ts
ated
absordIty
the
structure
rhat
the "social
as much of concrete as
to pass. Hagerty was so worn out Tells the Judge in Two Languages members replied this was absolutely
and bossiness" relations ef Me. Fow- possible. and this character of work pacity.
That There Is No Chance for
and broben down by his continuous
impossible. as shown by the fact that ler were of such to this city, that he cannot be done during chilly wearher.
Reconoltatioft.
work without rest that he sat down
over St0000hoo worth of property
wets qualified. This aiderman conon the main track, laid hi head on
sums rang tinued that the solicitor was asked
About Completed.
Paris. Feb. 9.—Count Boni De Cas- divided up into respective
the rails. and before he was aware
ing from $tcso to' $300,000. and no for the law, hut seems to have gotten
Of it slecp had claimed him. While te-Mane has not yet made any progrese human could put as the total a figu
-Mr. Pete Eley aml others have
tortel bovines% matters intermingled
there slumbering the other train toward effecting a reconciliation with that would in anyway* come near tO
about
completed work of organizing
In
an
attempt to confuse. and that
came along and cut his 'head off. - the indignant Countesp, who declines it, until it is shown on the countin
stock company at Benton, to COMPANIES TO
the
clharter
the
was
s6
plain
matter
and
to
receive him or give him any opMEET THE INHe had a policy in the casualty
machine they have to use in goin
fkt, that even the simplest caukl erect a big tobacco warehouse at that
EVITABLE AGREE TO 85
company which refused to pay the portunity to plead ins case.
valuation
conplace,
days
the
and
thousands
a
in
of
few
that none but an, actual resident
The only member of the Castellane over the
BENTS.
sum over to the estate on the ground
The legislative' boards for the tit
this city could liold a municipal cern will be incorporated and conthat the death was not an accident. family that the Countess has seen have figured up What money will
position. If otherwise, he said a nun tracts let so the work can be pushed
ebbb
since her husband left the pink margovernmen lying at Woodville out in the county off when gro?I Feather opens op.
public
the
run
needed
to
Smiley Sued sow
ble palace on the Avenue Malakoff is
Mayor Dunne Insists on a e&-Cent
during this year, therefore the pnbli Gould be chosen' to sit in any city
Charles Salley. colored saioonist Jean, BoniNs sensible
elder brother,
Rate and Will Probably Get It
is awiously awaiting the board o board. Further, said this aJeberman
In Ordinance
supereNsors, because the total v
the overbearing desire of Me. Fowier
computed
int
of assessed' property
to sit in the board would culminate
the cash needed to maintain the gov in nettehrtrooble if hereafter any liti0
Chicago, Ill., Feb.
9.—The Seminent will show what the tax raw gation arose that had a direct bearfoe TgO5 shalt be.- ing on the board of works, as it could CLAIM ONE HAS LAIN BESIDE cent gas rate ordinance was passed
yesterday eke:In-Soon by the eity
easily he shown members sat in it
CREEK
PERKIN'S
council by a 'vote of 58 to 9.
thoroughly ineligible to the place.
BRIDGE
SUNDAY VIOLATIONS MUST N OT ONLY CEASE BUT
The gas companies have agreed to
THERE
President Oscar Starks of the
accept
the ordinance and to make
CAN BE NO MORE WINE ROOMS—BEHAVE OR
aldermen
raised ehe quesition ThursNEXT JUNE
the rate effective front 'Feb. r of this
day
night
and
the
matter
was
,
reYOUR LICENCE WILL BE REVOKED.
ferred to the city solicitor for "the Coroner Frank Eaker Went Out Yes- year if the ordinance is finally apterday but Could Find no Teace
proved by the mayor before, Feb. 15.
DIED
CATHEY
lase" eon the question, he. to retedsr
MR JAMES A.
Supposed Remains
of
Several of the IlleTTIlhet‘ of the others that the saloons
A
few of his ftiends pleaded politiPNEUYESTER
OF
DAY
a
rort
at
the
next
.meeting.
One
were being
aldermanic •board yesterday said that treated as fairly,
cal expediency as. a good reason for
MONIA
of the 'members of that board yesteras any other class
signing the ordinance, but the saner
from expressions they had heard that of business, and they should
day said the heads of the city governtry to
it 1ectned some saloonkeepers. were help the authoritie
morneng
Yesterday
a Mr. Hughes of his lieutenants insisted that meter
ment did not intend getting the nmnis to keep peace.
'under the impression that the reeolted but that others seemed'
itil amendments should be offered in
'I
to think they He Expired Just Eight Days After cipallity limo trouble simply fin the who resides on
,avetette, in'
the
.
.
tion this legislative board adopted could run the town, and
a
provisional veto to. the council.
sake of alcommodating someone with north end of 'town, reported to Ofnow as a
His Wife Went to Her Reward
This latter course seems probable.
Thuredlay night regarding not renew- result many are without a
public office.
Above.
license.
ing grogshop licenses next June.
The mayor intimated that he
Mr. Fowler has meek a most ex- ficer Lige Crate, of the police force,
tief James Collins remarked' durmeant that just those convicted of ing the alstermanic ;meeting Thursday
cellent official and all wish he could that down in his neighborhood there would insist upon the' gas companiee
,selling liquor on Stmday would be when the licenses were
continue to serve, but the city's wel- had been considerable talk for ..sevs furnishing free gas for street lightbeing reJust eight days after the death of
turned down. As to this aldermen jected, that although, the police force
fare
cannot be placed in jeopardy, as cral gays' past about something re- ing and perhaps other considerations.
his wife there passed into the Great there
in question said the seloottiste Were should not he reduced,
The mayor also objected to grantis too much at stake going
but that such
mistaken as their. resolution meant wives of badly needled reform of this Beyond Mr. James A. Cathey, wit') throegh the board of works. When sembling the form of a baby lying in ing the rights* to the companies to
a conviction or any city law viola- character placed the city in better yesterday efternoop shortly before G l'resident Ed Noble of that body a ravine at the town end of Perkin's purchase gas from each other and
o'clock expired at his home pear the
lease each others mains and plants
tion having a direct bearing on the position than heretofore, if the
lee- poor farm ,which -sits at the terminus moves to hie country home, he will creek bridge, just beyond Rowlandestablishment. By this they mean lative bodies were determined to cut
town. Mr. ,Hughes said he went beyond the limit of, five heart fixed
diequaliftec
be
also,
other
claim
t
the
that if. anyone is convicted of per- dowh the number of patrolmen en- of West Tennessee street. He patt- city authorities. see
down himself to investigate the mat- for the operation of the Its-cent rate
ed away after only a week's illness
The amendment for free street
initting%lewell women to enter their
ter and saw the object lying there.
with pneumonia.
lighting
place, if ,they sell 'liquor tie' a minor,
was presented to the counlookingejn
like
et
a
child,
but
not
did
ACCEPTS THE CALL,
it seems that an unintentional inMr. Cathey was fifty-four yeah, of
cil and was shelved by a vote of 55
Wet) open on Stitufai, permit dime-- justice was (lone Mr. H.
care to touch same.
Evans.
I.
(kitty assemblages at their place, or who was refused a license to- continue age and had resided in his lest Rev. Dodd of Fulton Baptist Church
On this report being made to the to 12, hilt the same amendment cominfringe upon any of the. laws that at Twelfth and'Trimble streets. It abode' for many year*. His wife CYpatrolman, Me. Cross, acquainted ing from the mayor in an official coin
Goes to Shelbyville, Tenn.
their licens,'e will rntret emderobtedly was stated that residents of the vicin. pirefl only a few years ago, her disCoroner Frank Eaker with .the cir- murrication might be considered more
be rejected when the peoorietors ity had petitioned the aldermen and solution being caused by the same
cumstances and the tatter went out favorably.
Naeliville, Tenn., Feb. q.—Dr. San- there shortly before noon yesterday
The council will have a special
apply tar a renewal next June, at asked them to reject Evans' applica- ailment which carried away her busdusky and Mr. Thompson, two prom- and made a thorough search of the session next Wednesday afternoon
which time every one of the grants tion 'because he ran a disordlerly bast,
By the death of the husband sod inent menshers of the Sibefbrtilie surroundings, hut could not find'
expire.
any- in order that the mayor may submit
home., This ig erroneous, as the proon Dr. E. E. thing.
his veto or provisional veto with
Several saloonkeepers who run nice test agaii st his place was sinsply wife there is left six orphan children, Blotto* church, c
turning from Ful- Time officers wilt look into the mat- 'amendments as he sees fit
places were asked yesterday what because it was located right aerobe the oldest of whom is nineteen years Polk. They are
thought about the aldermen refusing the street from the Trimble street their ages ringing down to about ton, Ky., where ey went as a com- ter thoroughly today, as there has
mittee to press the call of the-Shelby- been much talk about the reported DARK
HORSE
licenses to the bunch in question Methodist church, and the good peo- eighlt years.
FOR
As yet the funeral arrangements ville Baptist clrucc'h upon Rev. Ml E. find, and the authorities want to get
Thoreday night, and everyone ex- ple of that section thought a grogPOSTOFFICE
pressed themselves as well pleased Shop shottlet not flourish right under- have not been made, hitt the body Dextd.to occupy its pulpit. Me. Dodd at the bottom of it as' it may lead • Washington, Feb
9.—lhe postmaswith the act. They continued, that neath the eaves of the house of God will probably be interred tomorrow accepted the call.
imp to something sensational and out ter General told the
,
same old story
beside
Kenton
Mt.
the
at
remains
of the - ordinary.
parties rejected had brought this and their view,* were unanimously
tonight, vie.; That it would be some
of his wife.
,McALL IS SERIOUSLY ILL.
Many people who have passed that little time yet
Upon themselves by not conducting sanctioned by the aldermen
before the Louise ills
way stated they noticed the form, poetoffice case
estahlighments inconforntity with the . All seven places r*cted, were yes- °Fur many years Mr. Cathey was •
would
be settle-' The
employed
house
cerpenter,
as.
a
but Former Life Insurance President Is Which looked -en them like that of an
law, and permitting dieorderly 'destine terday closed, and. Idow the proprieindications'now are, however, that
county
the
while
roads
were
owned
Suffering
Trouble.
Liver
From
infant child. It, may have been de- Dr. Galeer will not
Ames to congregate at their plates, tors are preparing to either move to
be reappointed..
voured by *wine, and then whoever nor will Mr. Grinsteadt nor
i. addition to allowing lewd female.; some other location, or dispose of by private corporations he was keep
Mr. Nuneof
er
the
toll
gate
which
was
then
•
q.—Dr.
John
Feb.
New
York,
threw
it there may. leave taken it machhe A dark horse booms
to gather there. Cfnee grogsleop pro- their stock and get out
the basi- maintained, by the owners
up
s,.
at the Vanderpool, fai..ily physician' to John away oteetearning the conutionitY propninent
prietor said he had informed many nest; a h°genie'.
ly, and is most likely tea
house he now occupies.
'A. McCall, the former president of knew or its existence at that point, wht the race.
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ELIGIBLE

Mayor Yeiser Doubts His
Eligibility

CANNOT FINISH

$20,000 CONCERN

HEAD CUT OFF

CHICAGO CAS

BODY OF CHILD

OBEY THE LAW

FOLLOWED WIFE

p

,

amaellaAst,

TI
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•rr

-yr.areprifr
.

31.

'

•

namielommems

I Roiwr.soa said 11:: would kill Smith
., his tome close by, soon
and kit for
reatipearmg _with a shotgun. Robertson fired and two loads of buckshot
ended. Smitlgs life instantly.
'Smith leaves a wife and several
M. GEORGE W. ATKINSON
Robertson is 4.0 years old.
children.
AT
AWAY
PASSED
never told a lie. and that
Ise
le
says
C.
N.
H,
RALEIG
when Smith accused him of doing
so it was iiiTire than he could stand.

ADVANCED AGE

Mrs. Phil Best Will Be Buried To- $25,00o PRIZE FOR CONVICT.
morrow Afternoon, and Miss E
F. Byng This Afternoon.
Nebraska Prisoner Wins in St. Louis
Exposition Guessing Contest.

DRAGGING PAINS?

Read
This

"I had dragging pains and falling womb," writes Mrs. Ina Baytes
of Sherwood, Tenn. "My health
was bad and I could hardly dory
work. Cardui cured me."

Women suffer agonies from pains of which men have no comprehension. One of
these is that awful, bearing-down or dragging pain, which so often, in some women,,forms
week,
a part of the monthly sickness, and in others continues from month to month,week to
? It
day to day, till death itself would often be welcomed as a relief. What does it mean
a
means, probably, that your womb is bent, twisted, turned inside out; or falling down, as
result of a certain weakness of those muscular fiber, which are supposed to keep it straight
and hold it in place. It means, that if you do not take immediate steps to cure this trouble
you may become an invalid for life. It means, that you must lose no tirrie, but go for relief
and -cure, to the one medicine which will be sure to benefit and cure you, as it has benefited and cured a million other happy, rejoicing women, viz:

Yesterday morning Ms. Pat AtkinLincoln, Neb., Feb. 8.—The winson, the well known telephaph opera- ner of the..$25:eeo for correctly namtor, received a telegram stating that ing the attendance at the St. Louis
at 2 o'clock his father Mr. George Wt exposition in 1904 was a convict in
Atkinson expired at his home in the Nebraska state penitentiary, who
Ralteigh, NorthsCarolina, after a year's still has about one year of imprisonillness with cancer and general de- ment before him. His name is
bility, on account of advanced age. Frank Campbell and he comes from
The Paclucalian cannot go to attend Webster county, where he was con
the funeral' services that will be held victed of embeaslentent.
this afternoon at that place, on acThe winner, however, will receive
count of the long siege of illness only $12,5o0 of the prize, as he,
from which he is just getting up, fearing that he might have difficulty
and which has left him in a condi- in securing the money while impristion too weak to travel.
oned, agreed to pay a lawyer half
The deceased' has for many years of the prise in case he was successbeen surveyor of the county in which ful in securing it.
freely and franldy, in strictest confidence, telling
Raleigh is located, and was regarded
us all your symptoms and troubles. We send
as one of the leading men of the
tree
advice(in plain sealed envelope) bow to cure
section where he has been residing
R
LETTE
A
them.
Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept., The
for a long while. He was seventy
Chattanooga Medicine Ce., Chattanooga, Teen.
six years of age and besides his son
two
'here leaves other boys and
d-aughters, who are Rev. J. 0. Atkin- THIS OCCASION TO BE CELEthis section.
Briefly, the Courier- Carter sued and got judgment for the
son, president of Elon College of
BRATED NEXT WEDalso
and
Carolina,
to take on a seven alinount.
Journal
proposes
North.
Elton,
NESDAY.
RodolphAVorlitzer company was
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
-editor of the Christian Sun, the newsbeing
both,
judgment for $642.20 against
given
ons
y
instituti
Southern
and
Kentuck
from
women
and'
paper
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the William Robinson, for an electric
theological affairs of the Christian
Valentine Is the Name of a Number day the party leaves Louisville, July piano sold the defendant.
denomination; W. Z. Atkinson, mill
of Saints of Ye Olden Times in
,
Atkinson
A.
There was stricken from the elmcket
12, until it returns to "The Old Kenman of Raleigh, M.
Foreign Lands.
tucky Home," August ass To give the suit of Weaks vs. Weaks, which
farmer of there, and E. B. Atkinson.
all a chance the Courier-Journal has was for settlementoof the estate of the
transfer manager for the Southern
divided Louisville and Kentucky and late John and William Weaks.
railroad at Spartanburg, South Caroslludge Reed brings to a close two
lina. The surviving daughters are 'The dealers in valentines of this Southern Indiana into eighteen disTHE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
weeks
Mts. Bettie Williams of Raleigh and city have already placed their hand- tricts, and the most popular young weeks from today, the many
ng
YOU CAN PAPER
Mrs. M. N. Norfleet of University. some and comical displays on exhibi- woman fromaeach district is to be the term of csnirt 'he has been conducti
EVIR BEEN OFFERED TO THE IAIBLIC.
tion in their . stores, preparatory for one to make the tour. The nine- sinc.e the first of this year. After
South Carolina.
the great rush which will start the teenth young woman is to be selected adjourning here he goes to Benton A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
first of next week and continue un- in another way. Readers of the to hold. several weeks combined sesDied of Pneumonia.
FOR THE WALL SUll OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN Ft.C.••
the
in
buried,
til Wednesday, which is St. Valen- Courier-Journal are to select the sion of criminal and civil court.
was
there
y
Yesterda
James
this
of
is
14th
M.
the
it
It
bring
tine's day,
guests for the paper, by ballot.
Clark's river cemetery,
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?!...
VERDICT FOR $osooa.
Ford. who the night before died of month. Many very handisome valen- estimated that the trip alone will
PER SINGLE ROLL
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY
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Very Palatable
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be interred at the Lutheran cemetery
and brother, and children of the late
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PRISONERS WI. E. Augustus, who was assistant
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BACK INSIDE THEIR
Died of Heart Trouble
CELLS.
The defendant filed a motion for a
trial of the suit of Herndon-Carnew
Yesterday 'afternoon at .3 o'clock
ter and company against M. LivingDRUG STORES.
Jake Mack (spired at the county .
Livingston
oany.
poor farm. where he had been cared Carpenters Now Repairing the Dam- stnn and ro-nr
&a Jackson
bought goods .from the plaintiff and
for daring the past five months. He
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31,
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Herndon them,
for
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refusing
For Record.
was about 55 years of age and passed away after a prolonged attack of
'heart disease.
The remains vere removed to the
1Yestertlay afternoon the mechanics
Efinger undertaking estab- got the revolving cage of the county
lishment after. death, and are there jail back into proper condition, and
being 'held avitaitilig arrangements it is now working all right. The prisfor the funeral.
oners were put back into their cells
dimm.
lass night, after spending several
To a vigorous speech' in the lower right, on the Arard iron floor in the
house of congress on the railroad corridor outside the cage.
Bourke
rate big, Representative
The carpenters are now working at
Ceick•ran charged the railroads with repairs made necessary on account of
favoritism, corruption and fraud.
the fir' in the jail. building several
mornings ago. They will finish toPADUCAH REAL EST.&1Zia. WESTERN KENTUCKY PARP41 EA311
Mtarriner W. Merrill, an apostle of day or Monday.
Richat
the Mlormon church, died
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KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PlUCII LIST
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bad seven living wives,.
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Deacon Who Thought Rockefeller
was sold by S. D. Lotiraine to Merry
R. E Lottraine for St and other con• Fit for Heaven, Is Killed
N
Ee
siderations.
T. .H. Angles transferred to James
..Ossensboro, Ky.. Feb. S.—Robert
Robertson is in jail, after blowing off Raney for $85os property on Island
the head of Samuel Smith with a Creek.
Property on.Clerrients street was
shotgun. Smith was a deacon in the
Owensboro Baptist church and Rob- sold by Lena Barth to C. C. Raper,
ertson served in the same capacity. for $t and other considerations.
The gnestion whether or not John
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
D. Rockefeller stands a chance of
.going to heaven caused the killing.
Robertson insisted , that Rockefeller The Courier-Journsit to Take Nineteen Young Women Abroad Al
did not possess 'a possible chance.
Its Ouests.
'Smith ridiculed this contention and
The Courier-Journal is conducting
informed Robertson that be was with
out 'sense or judgment. !finally he a popularity contest that eclipses any.411114111
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voracity. thing of the kind ever promoted in
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Special Sale
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FOR CONTEMPT

Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.

Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAITIL, EIMER & CO,

CAGE WORKING

ED
-' GAR W. WHITTEMORE,

.BACON'S
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moThe Largest Fogunelm
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the foundation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...

You can start for $1. We pay four
::: per cent. compound interest :::
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANE,

•
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Broadway,
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

s

529 Broadway.
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Closin Out Our Dry fioods Department.
PRICES SLANITERM- NO COST CONSIMED.
terttett=t1a::::netrat=lantentnattettn

DRESS GOODS.
65e

To the Public:

MOCHAIRS IN RED, GREEN,
TAN AND CRAYS AT

41 cents
ONE PIECE OF HEAVY GRAY
SUITING, FORMER PRICE $i so,
CLOSING PRICE ...

90 cents
ONE PIECE GREY SUITING,
WOIFH goc, TO CLOSE AT ..

59 cents
BLACK
FINE
PIECE
ONE
$1.50,
WORTH
MELION CLOTH,
AT

98 cents
OF ALL
PIECES
SEVERAL
DESIRASUITINGS
IN
WOOL
6sc, TO
WORTH
BLE SH'ADES.
CLOSE AT

39 cents
ALL OTHER

DRESS

GOODS

IN WOOL AND COTTON

CUT

IN SAME PROPORTION.

Bed Comforts
WORTH ftsc, AT .

65 cents
Bed Blankets

CALICO 4c per yd
THE

HIGHER
COST.

GRADES

CUT

We have reached the final conclusion to CLOSE OUT
OUR DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT and discontinue that
branch of our business. This means the wholesale slaughter
of prices and we expect to give the buying public the benefit of these unheard of low prices. This is no clearance sale,
bankrupt sale, or any of those so-called money-raising sales,
but a genuine closing out sale to quit the dry goods business
Therefore, we will place our entire Dry Goods stock on
the market

SATURDAY MORNING FEBRUARY 10,9
to be closed out and the sale will continue until all is sold.
The variety goods and prices are so many that we haven't
the space here to mention only a few of them, but if you
will visit our store it will take no talking to convince you.
\ Note also our cut prices on Ladies and Men's Furnishings
Respectfully,

of

White & Sirk.

314Broaa way

TO

aaaraf la a

VACRIES OF
SOCIAL CODE
ETIQUETTE KEEPS
ROOSE
INVITING
FROM
VELT
EX-PRESIDENT

Widows of McKinley and Garfield
and Daughter of Tyler Get
Bids.

g.—Former
Washington,
Feb.
President and Mrs. Grover cleveland
will not be invited to the LongworthRoosevelt wedding. This is not because they are not wanted but because etiquette will not permit of
their invitation.
-When they came to make up the
list of guests to the wedding President and Mrs. Roosevelt were confronted with a peculiar embarrassment regarding the Cievelands. Some
where in the social code of Washington there is a rule which constitutes
a bar to an ex-president being invited to private functions of the in•
cumbent of the White House. a
The Roosevelte worried over this
tide and tried to get around it, but
seemingly they could not. The invitation was there and so was the
but that bug-bear etiquette said that if they 5eili an invitation to the sage of Princeton it
would be embarrassing for him to accept and most awkward for him to
deeline to attend the wedding.
The president and his perplexed
wife consulted the social solons of
wafthington and then decided not to
invite the former occupant of the
Chair Mir. Roosevelt now fills.

AMERICAN AND
I-7n YD...

5 cents
IN WHITE OR GREY AT .
GOODS AT

cnement. The forthcoming White
House wedding-will be o purely private and not a social function and for
that reason only meager details have
been made public concerning the arrangement for it.
Choice Bit Of Gossip.
The report that Mr. and Mrs.
Cleveland have not received at bid to
the much-ta!ked-of wedding has set
the soe-ial gossiper going at a fast
clip and Many of then1 are discussing it with as much pleasure as they
would a choice bit of scandal. It is
regarded by the socially inclined, including the elect as well as the
climbers, as an extraordinary thing
that Mr. and Mrs. Clevseland should
have been overlooked, while Mrs.
NicKintey, Mrs. Garfield and President Tylers daughter should have
been idked.
The .Lotigworth-Roosevelt wedding
is a private family affair confined to
intimate friends of both families and
a 'mall officio! list. The Longworths
and the Roosevelta have thousands
of personal friends throughout the
country, *int when the list of guests
was made up it was fou..d that it
would be impossible to limit the
number to soo, which was originally
decided upon.
In a week or so a statement will
be issued at the White house telling
as much about the wedding as the
two families think the public ought
to know. Full details will not be
forthcoming until the ceremony has
been performed at noon on Feb. 17.

evening dress tuts
Six rough-and-ready hats for
outdoor sports

Twc/

Total

300
150

$11.400

EXECUTED FOR
CRIMINAL ASSAULT
-Nashville, Tcnn., Feb. Ia.—Arthur
Pearaon, colored, vies legally hanged
at Waynesboro, Tenn., yesterday
for criminal assault on Dora Sceilan.
a la-year-old white girl. The crime
was a most brutal one.

MAN LOST $15
H. E. ROTHWELL CLAIMS H
L. DREWRY STOLE
Tait MONEY.
Rufus Ross, Colored, Given Continuance, as Was Guy Bennett, the
- Former Saloonist

Yesterchiy morning itr the police
court .H. L. Drewry was arraigned
on the charge of stealing $15 from
Rothwell. Judge Sanders con
tinued the proceeding over urttil today.
There was put off until today the
waivant charging Frank Mason, coil
tired. with falsely getting goods and
money from Grocer J. D. Pulliam
by claiming he owned a blacksmith
'shop and would shoe the grocer's
Cost of the Trousseau
The trousseau of Miss Roosevelt horse if given money and groceries.
Rufus Ross, colored, was given a
has been Inventoriedas follows:
One wedding gown
$ 1,000 continuance until today of the case
Six dinner gowns, average $200 1,200 charging him with knocking SaloonTwo imported Jace gowns.
t,000 ist Guy Bennett in the head with a
One lace coat
soo brick at Thirteenth and Clay streets.
The case Charging Bennett with strik
Six reception and afternoon
gowns, average $150
goo mg the other was continued until toFour evening wraps at $250
1,000 day also.
Until today went over the patty
Three street dresses at $iso
450
One driving coat
Mrs. McKinley Is invited.
so larceny charge against Tom Jones,
A messenger conveyed an invita- Chte automobile coat
too accused of stealing $io frome'R. L.
Peather.
tion to the widow of President Mc- Lingerie, twenty-four threeMinion Meyers was fined $to and
piece sets, average $so
Kinley, hut of course her mourning
1,200
coats for being drunk and discilaloaly.
will make it itnpossible, for her to at- Twenty-four embroidered musPaul Caldwell was dismissed, and
tend. An invitation went to Mts.
lin skirts
so°
a fine of $s was assessed against
Garfield, who is spending the winter Six embroidered. muslin and
in California, and even the bedridden
linen house gowns
,soo George Rakr. They were charged
with fighting each other.
former mistress of the White House, Six
matinee
and lounging
There was left open , the case
Mrs. Letitia Tyler Semple, &ligh gowns
soo
ter of President Tyler, received by Four corsets at $30
200 charging Mrs. Sweeney with being
special inestenieer a card for the cere Slime
100 drunk. She is Is iiiebriOfe who gets
mS1let'an get the
ninny. Why etiquette should ordain Gloves
too drunk just wh
!whisky, and
eiet does not
the neglect of a feirmer president Hosiery
"know
what to Vletwitit litsr, He orpasses compre'hension.
Parasols
soo
aered her held in jail until he could
-A •great deal has been made of tlie Handkerchiefs
200
fact that ex-President and Mrs. Ten street hats .
aso 'see if something could not be done.
She is the little dried up woman who
Cleveland were not invited to the Six reception and afternoon
wedding, about which social Washdress 'hats
300 gots around Itown Oat/kiting alma,
ington 15 in a state of feverish rgaiThree driving hats,
too dittoing "he has burned her hand.

s
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61-2 cents
HOPE COTTON

8 1-3 cents
loe

CANTON
CLOSE AT

FLANNEL

TO

8 1-3 cents
ALL raVac
AT

AND

toe

OUTINGS

7 1-2 cents
ALL i21/
2c
ETTS AT

AND

toe

FLANEL-

7 1-2 cents
A LOT OF DARK, WORTH
8 I-3c, TO CLOSE AT

IOC,

5 cents
BEST
PEPPERED
BLEACH
SHEETING WORTH 3oc AT

24 cents
UNBLEACHED
SHEETING AT

PEPPERED

22 cents

IN WHITE AR GREY AT .

45 cents

BEST

See our Closing Prices in
TABLE LUENS

aajoesar.'

ment of the passage of the bill was
received with a ripple of applause.
Speaker Cannon stated the vote to
be 346 yeas and 7 nays. Those voting against the bill were all republiSHOULD BE PROHIBITED IN CONTRACTOR
KATTERJOHN cans.
"DRY" TERRITORY
WILL BE MOVED TOMOROW
Thomas W. 'Lawson held an extended conference yesterday
with
DECLARES SENATOR CARMACK
GOY. Johnson, of Minnesota, in --reHenry Woolfolk Lost Finger in a gard to
insurance' matters.
Gov.
Jointing Machine—Little Lad
Johnson later expressed the belief
Out
Able to Be
Thinks Federal Government Should
that Mr. Lawson had "a card. u.p his
Recognize Prohibition Laws of
sleeve."
the Various States
Contractor George Katteraohn conCapt. larlICS
B. Clay, a widely
tinues confined in his arivate ward at known horseman of Fayette county.
Senator E. W. Oarmack, who re- Riverside hospital, but expects to be and a granson of Henry Clay, died
afternoon, suddenly Tuesday on a railroad train
turned from Washington Sunday taken hone tomorrow
morning to renew his campaign for .s/here he will be for some days be- near Baltinitos-e, while on his way to
re-election comes out squarely in fa- fore getting out, He was operated New. York on a ho-sine-se trip.
vor of the bill which is now pending on the first of this week at the hosA. Y. Ford was elected treasurer
in conies,* to prohibit the issuance pital.
of the Coltnnbia Finance and Trust
of retail liquor licenses in territory
company of Louisville to succeed
Nipped Off Finger.
in which the sale of intoxicants is
Yesterday Henry, the son of Pres- Mayor H. V. Sanders, who resigned
prohibited by state law, says the
Paris, Tenn. Post-Imelligencer. The ident Woolfolk, of the furniture fac- on account of-ill health.
bill is now in the hands of the inter- toiy, was working around, a jointing
Charles C. .More, editor of the
nal revenue sub-committee of the machine at the plant on South Third
committee on ways and Means of the near Norton street, when the mechan Bluegrass- Blade of 'Lexington, died
house of representatives,'and Senator ism nipped off the first finger of his at his home in Fayette county, after'
a long illness of heart disease.
Carmack seated that he thought the left hand.
stood
a fine chance to pass the
bill
John F. Wallace yesterday conLed 'Able to Be Out.
house at this session. He 'also exJohinie
his testimony benne the sencluded
Little,
got
the
his
lad
wtho
pressed the opinion that the Renate
would favorably consider the meas- leg ',rushed at Cairo some weeks ago ate canal, committee in Washington
ure, and if it should reach a vote was able to yesterday leave tha
house for the first time, when he
would promptly pass it.
ventured away from home on HarriSenator
In discussing the measure
son 'near Tenth street. lie tried to
Carmack said:
"I believe the measure in question board a passenger train before it
is- take, and that it should be enact- '•stopped, and the wheel caught his
ed into law. The federal govern- foot and leg which were crushed so Abram!
& C. Buy Out Mr.
men should issue no license to carry badly amputation at the knee was
ook's Business.
on an unlawful business. Where the necessary. He remained in the hossale of liquor is inhibited by that law pital there for weeks, and then came
blic: I desire to inform
To '
the federal government should rec- to his home here. He is 19 years the pt.
, my friends and patrons,
ognize that fact, which is easily as- of age.
e disposed of my insurance
that I
certainable, and refuse to issue the
business and good will to the well
Sprained
Ankle.
license. It owes that much respect
known and responsible firm of Abram
Deputy
Sheriff'
Gm,
Rogers is L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
to the state governanent.
"I bad in mind a hill to require in- confinid at 'his 'home on Eighth and continuance of your patronage. In
term/ reverane collectors upon re- Clay streets with s sprained ankle, retiring front the busitresetrwhich I
quest of a grand jury or prosecuting resulting from falling several days have conducted in eta- city for the
attorney of the state to furnish a ago on the slippery ice.
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
certified statement is to license isshould publicly acknowtedge my in
Mr Dipple Out
Ames,' in any particular county and
debtedness and appreciation of the
Mr. John Dipple is able to be out many favors and courtesies extended
then this should be made prima facie
evidence in the state courts that all after laying up several day* as the me, and I take this means of expresspartiea having such license are en- result of cutting a gaa'N'in, hi, head ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
gaged in the sale of intoxicating whan he slipped and fell on the ice. wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
liquors. It would be better, however,
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
if the federal government simply rec- HOUSE PASSES
HEPBURN BILL.
ognized existing rate laws and reWe desire to inform all of having
fused to issue license where by such
laws the sale of intoxicants is for- The Vote Was 346 to 7, Those Vot- brought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
ing Nay Being Republicans.
and hope for a continuance of the
him.
areorded
Washington, Feb. o.—The house liberal patronage
Subscribe for the Daily Register. yesterday passed .the Hepburn rail- ruaraftteeing alb satisfaction and ap-Delivered to your hotne for so cents road rate bill by a vote of 346 to 7. reciationa
After the rolicall the announceABRAM L. W,EIL & CO: ,
.
a weak.
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v.r known to the authorities, bearl of abate-- •
S. P. POOL.
L. 0. STEPHENSON.
ILA% and if they are not, then the author- and the Sun claims to be a republiities' do net want to know about can paper, yet the act of the board
things. The gamblers, the lib- which hal, excited more tenement
such
PUBLISHED BY THE
` ertines, and the lewd produce noth- and commendation than any action
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
e the concerns growth in recent years is unnoticed by tha ing, but
BOTH PHONES
203-205 S. THIRD ST.
they must hive something to feed paper. Can it be that on account 0;
(Incorporated)
NO. iio
PADUCAH, KY.
ition to exist, and they exist u„on some of the Sun's stockholders beAt Register Building, 533 Broadway.
the youth of the city. Who furn- ing in. the whisky business, that 't
ishes the youths? This is a question cannot indorse the action of /the alJAMES E. WILHELM, President. that should be debated in the minds dermen? Or is it because, as. ()hen
F YOU ARE DISSATISFIED
•
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
in any particular with the class
the indicated bstween the lines in that
ROBERT S. WILHELM, SecretarY, of every father and mother in
of Job Printing you have been
Of PaducAla, Kentucky.
city, and soma of the employers as paper', it believes. that the city should
getting, push the button and our
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- well.
be wide Open and the lawless, the
representative will appear. New
Capital and 8urplus,-$155,000,
typefaces and machinery in the
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Such conditions could not exist lewd and the immoral given free
hands of thoroughly competent
in this city if there was a strong, rein? Let the law-abiding, the moral
workmen cannot fail to produce
$5.00
One Year
ED P. NOBLE. PRES.
the ckstred effect. Proof of all
0. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES
2.50 healthy sentiment against it. Why and respectable citizens of Paducah
Six Months
work submitted for your aptolerate
-make
note
fact
of
a
the
authorities
that
1.25
the
Oat
the
it
is
Sur
N.
W. VAN CULIN CASHIER"
Three Months
proval.
.I0 these conditions and grand juries ig- seems tei be. More in symjethy w' h
One Week
transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pay*
Ii
nore them? Simply because the veld the •iciOua element than it is
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposp.„ Safety boxes in fire
Anyone failing to receive this paper
genAel people.
the
their
either
with
busytoo
are
people
to
matter
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sto per year as to size. You carry your owa
the
report
regularly should
The Register office at once. Tele- business or social affairs to becorpf
nt=teetz===eltt2 hey and no one but yourself has access.
sufficiently interested to make maniphone Cumberland 318.
fest a sentiment against them.
Many of the places used for gamb••••••11•••••
ling and, immoral purposes are owned
by men who are classed as good cit- MRS GEORGE B. HART ENTERTAINS THEM THIS
iz_ns, and for a policeman or other
AFTERNOON.
igo6.
to,
Morning,
Feb.
Saturday
officer to raid and break up those 1111/11111112a,..
places more than likely means for
The Morals of a City.
jab, and he naturally Delightful Dance Enjoyed Last EveApproaching Events.
The 'morals of a city as a whole him to lose his
ning at Knights of Pythias Hall
that
view
Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells has issued
if the public can
takes
the
are just what the people make them.
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invitations for a euchre to be given
stand its so can :he.
If the people desire a well governed
next Friday at her apartments in the
an
country
'needs
is
this
What
city they can have it, bat nothing
Empire flats on Broadway near Sese
'awakening of the moral element so
can ever be accomplished in that diThis afternoon at 3 o'clock the enth street.
Mrs. Robert Reeves hassued inrection if everyone is too deeply en- that When anything goes wrong a Crescendo club will be entertained by
protest will go up, and when Mrs. George B. Hart at her home vitations for a card party next Wedgrossed in his private affairs to take vigorous
on West Jefferson street. A most nesday at her home on Jefferson
part in the demands for better mor- that is stone the authorities will
near Eighth street.
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necessary
the
remedy. exeellent musical program will be
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authority have the right to expect If they do not then it is a very easy posing the organization.
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General Tyler's Lecture.
youne lady's name.
The Daughters of the Confederacy
enforced to the letter and to reduce zene; and to instill into theSt• minds
crime to a minimum, but the great that each and every one has a part and the confederate veterans have
Claim Notice.
changed from February. 28th to Febtrouble rests in the fact that there to perform that cannot be assigned
ruary
lath
the
date
for
All
giving
the
patties
holeang claims against
are too many shirkers, or a class of to. another. There is evidences of lecture at The Kentucky, at which the estate of
Emily
Graham, are dimen who profess to be moral and awakening an every hand, 'the de- time General Tyler, of Hickman, Ky., rected to present them to the underupright, but afraid to open their cisive step taken by the Aldermen will deliver an address on, General signed, properly certified to, else
mouths for fear of offending some Thursday night in the matter of the Forrest for the. benefit of the Con- they aril' be balled. according to law.
federate fund of this city.
CHAS. T. GRAHAM, Adm'r.
one and losing their patronage. Such renewal of saloon - licenses, augurs
forstep
Paducah.
for
is
well
a
It
persons are not one whit better
than the man who can be bought ward towards the uplifting of the [
'outright, and for the sake of dollars morals of this city, and all good
and cents surrender his convictions citizens should unite and be in readiand line up. The difference is this: ness to fall in behind every moveThe fellow who is bought outright ment having for its object the furhas the courage to get up in public ther advancement of our city.
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KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S. 4th St. Phone I058R

Subscribe For The Register
5.

EXPERT ACCOUNTANT For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to

Expert Accountant,

118 Fraternity Bldg.
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PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.
First-Class ic

on the side of the ,purchaser, while!
the close mouthed individual stands
Chicago's Gas Rate.
in the background. There are mei- - I The Chicago Chronicle has been
chants in evory city who stand high consietently bitter against Xi ayor
in social and church circles, but wnen Dunne, of that city, and almost daily
it comes to taking a stand on the assailed him because he is an advo- 25c Matting at .........
side of law and morality they dodge cate of .municipal ownership. For a .soc Matting at
35c Matting at
the issue, for' fear of losing the pat- ?lumber of weeks that paper has been
2Ve
soc Matting at
ronage of the lawlesq element, yet if critisizing Dunne's efforts to get a 75.c all Wool
Carpet
57' t
the riespectable citizens would cease lower gas rate, the mays* -standing 40c Union Carpet
Moquet Rugs
to trade with them they would be out for a 75-cent rate. • One by one
•
1
2
.i;g
4
forced out of business. They care the councilmen have been con.ieg $2 25 Velvet Rugs
1m5
fa.25 Wool Smyrna
1.c0
more for the dollars they can make over to the side of the people until
$1.35 Brussel
than they do for law and order, the Thursday night at the regular meet $12.50 Drugget
•
$11.' 0
identical position occupied by those ing an ordinance by a vote of 58 to $16.50 Drugget
13.'i
engaged in business where to ignore 9. was adopted by w'hich the - gas, $20.00 DT ugget
16.
law and order means more dollars companies are to charge 85 cent/ per $27.50 Imperial Velvet
22.50
If you want to save money come to enr store Saturday end
to them..
thousand feet. This is not satisfac
Nor is this an. In every city there tory to Mayor Dunne and he will
are fathers who are so consumed in ins* on a 75 cent rate, and yester
the chase for the 'almighty dollar day, the Chronicle, in a double-leadthat they have no time to keep an ed editorial, the first one since
-rye on the pitfalls into which may Rooseveleection, comes out unbe led their sons or daughters Hav- qualifiedly on the side of Mayor
ing acquired the name of a .good Dunne `and calls on the council to
city and an established business, he stand by the mayor in his demand
expects the newspapiers. est Nis for 75-cent gas. The Chronicle has
neigthbor to look after the moral hem n one of the most uncompromiseutsriens, and while, he skulks, for ing corporation organs in America,
them to look after that which to yet it endeavors to be fair, and the
every man shrild he far dearer to figures were produced to show that
to lbs. best Granulated Sugar and 2 Butter Beans, per lb.
him than any wealth he may accum- in a city the size of Chicago, that a
tbs. of beat 25c Coffee for ...9se 3 sacks Salt
100
ulate.
75-cent rate would produce a good Elgin Creamery Butter lb ...,27( .8 tbs." Lump Starch
250
To the writer, a well known gen- profit to the gas works people, yet isc can Corn
•
10e 6 bars Magi. soap
.25e
roc.
can
Corn,
for
tleman, who 'has "seen much of the for years Chicago with its 2,000,000
15t 3 bottles. Blueing
10(
" 10C 2 packages Maecaroni
.avorld in all its phases and a mos: people has been paying as high a Poppy Peas, •,er can
15e
Thistk Pear, per can
v2t 2 packages Spaghetta
15t
reliable autlitarity on what traospires, rate for ?gas as is paid, in cities of Navy eBans, per
/
.
1 2 4 1 packages Jello
lb.
15t
a short time ago told of an experi- 50,000 and 75,000 population. °The
•
ence in this city. Having discarded point is this: Mayor Dunne is an
the social game some years before, ,out and out municipal ownership adas as a matter of curiosity he -con - vocate 'and in urging the reforms he
eluded to visit one of. the poker is face to face with powerful corporPhone tin
333 illtroadway
7110I/Is that flourishes in Paducah te ate -nterests and newspapers, yet by
ONLY TEA STORE IN THE CITY.
look on for a few minutes. When sheer force of argument and the proihe entered the rompt he four 'six duction of figures to back his posiyoung men of most excellent fami- tion, he leaves no ground on which
lies engaged in gambling, he was so the opposition may stand, and when
taken back, that he hurriedly left the ,a paper like the Chicago Chronicle
.
place. In that crowd of young Men does admit its error, at least so far
It Ls poor economy to have
were some who bold responsible po- as the lower gas rate proposition is
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
sitions, one of whom since that time concerned, it means, that facts and
You want FIRST CLASS
has come into notoriety if no worse. figures will convince the most skepwork at Reasonable prices.
tical.
This is but one instance in a
We fill the bill exactly.
hundred, and from a most excellent
au•
The Sun's Silence.
rhority we learn that
Paducah is re•
The Sun is, the only, Paducah pagarded as one of the most wide
open per that has not editorially iniclorsei
cities of its size in the country.
,
the action of the beard oi s.:41ermen
Within a stone's throw of the
city in refusing to renew the licenses of
hall are harbored people .
an
d1
domiciled the seven saloons against which proengage.d in lawless.
conduct. ieSts, were hied. Bnn
o of -the other
Who are they? Why they
are papers commended the board for .its
known full well to what is
tertnei righteous act, but the editorial colhe general public, and
furthermore 111111311 of the Sun are silent
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[Watch Work
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BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Pricas Reasonable

J. J. Bleich,
224 Broadway,
Xicic
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Offer
We
$50.0
0
Rewar
d
ley Dryhoods Cors

Great Pacific

PS ECiALS FOR
SAT'DAY FEB. 10
7.fr
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Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
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4
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IMPORTANT

iI

TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.

We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAPEST, but the BEST Watchmaker; and Manufacturink Jewelers in Paducah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with

2o

year case for $10

Cred:t to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.

REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride -oat-rives in 'his department, which turns out le ur WO rk,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a rpecalty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chin e Clocks. Clacks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds.reset while you wait
We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER, which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goo ds.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OU R OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES.
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleaned and examined
New Mainspring, best quality
New Case or.Hairspring
New Jewels, whole or cover

75c up. Watch Hands
toe up
75c up., Watch Glasses .....tee up.
75e up. Watch Keys. .......
5oc

•••••••• •••••••

J. L. WOLFF
Jeweler

We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah.
All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for 0:d
Gold and
Silver.
V

A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113
84o BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to those who need it.
77/ , V: .
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Biggest Stock

Satisfaction, Guaranteed

Lowest Prices

- Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

The Paducah Furniture. Manufacturing Co..
SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

BOTH PHONES
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Annual reports were submitted
showing what had been done at the
institution during the past twelve
months to the non of Janugry, and
the statements evidenced a most excellent oondition, over r000 patients
being treated tiering lope than were
during Igoe. Things in general were
talked over, but nothing -tif definite
form 'done.
•
Tomorrow Rev, Edevand Thomson, superintendent. At the same time the
The bids for the improvements to
P. H. D., D. D., LI. D., of Atlanta. Methodist: mission Sunday school for be made et the institution were
Ga., will deliver addresses from sev- Vsrest, Tennessee street will also meet, turned over to Reeselmaster Hill, of
for
eral of the pulpits here in the city Ws gatherings tiling' at the Suther- Felt(rn, who was instructed to look
in the interest of the National Sunday land residence of that vicity. The into them and see which is the low%
2111===
League. He is one of the most teachers 'will be assigned7here also est. He carried then) to Farlton
talented _and: learned nn of the and children divisledi off into classes with him and will make a report at
South and is a leading light in that by Professor Tomer Rudolph, th• the next meeting of the directors.
orga-iaation, which tends to upbuild superintedient. At 3:30 o'clock toThe absentees were Harry Mca community towards closer observ- morrow, right after Sunday school Court, superintendent of Southern
ance of the Lord'r Day. Tomorrow dismisses at the Tennessee street lints, and Supt. Henry Sc'hueing, of
morning at it o'clock he , fills the mission, Rev. J. W. Blackard, presid- 'the Nashville division.
pulpit, of the Brosdway Ncethridist ing elder for the Miethodist churches,
church, wetile.,ot 3 o'clock in the after- will preach in elace of Rev. T. J.
I. C. Extending Lines.
toxin he preaches at the First Pres- Owen, who goes to Mabee to preach
The
• Illinois Central continues to
byterian church, and at 7:3o o'clock tomorrow moriting, and cannot get extend its lines and brooches every
evening.
at night 'he delivers a talk, at the back until
where through the South, as shown
Trimble street liferh4xlist church.
by the. following Birmingham, Ala.,
Mission.
Twelfth
North
His lectures will, all be regarding
telegram of yesterday:
Sunday school services will be held
proper observance of the sacred day
W. J. Harahan, fourth vice presiat
at
o'clock
afternoon
3
in queetion, and Urge crowds will be tomorrow
dent
of ehtIllinois Central, was here
out to hear him, he being one of the the North Twelfth street Baptist Mis- last night and announced the conbuilding.
school,
Sunduy
most eloquent men in the pulpit. In. sion
tract for the construction, of the new
stead of a rolleiction at these meetlisle between Corinth, Miss., and Hal allagal
""
"
1 "
1118
.
11211g254M1
Church.
Christian
only asked to
eyville.
Ala.,
a
distance
of
eighty
41 ings, the people are
tomorrow
There will he no worship
subecribe for the literature gotten out
miks, had twit been awarded. Ile
at the First Christiasr church, with price to
by the leagues
be paid for the construction
coinexteption of Sunday school and
is $5,00e0e0. The contract calls for
hour.
morning
The
uninion
at
Broadway Methodist.
-completion of the extension%g Jan1.Vhy not send a good book or a piece of music to
t Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway
uary I, 1907. Geo. 0. Clinton &
Methodist:
Street
Trimble
Methodist church, will till his pulpit
let your friends know yau haven't forgotten them?
W. W. Co., of Chicago, get the south end of
Tomorow meaning Rev
tomorr4
evening, Rev. Thomson
the
work,
while
C.
D.
Smith
St
Co.,
If this don't strike you just right 'come down and
being its it during the morning hour. Armstrong will fill his pulpit at the of Birmingham, get the
north end.
MIonday evening the board of stew- Trimbk street Methodist church. At
s look over our stock of Comics, Postal Cards, Boxed
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
s ankh will hold their regular monthly night Rev. Thomson tills pulpit.
best cure for chapped face lips
BILL-POSTER.
Novelties and Bleeding Hearts.
When you see
meeting.
and
hands. Wintry winds dry
Sumberland Presbyterian.
:hem you will think Cupid has been busy sure enough.
Willie Young Arrested Yesterday on
up
the
natural
moisture
•Rei. J.:Altman 01 the Cumberland
First Presbyterian.
Charge
of
Not
Getting
License.
Henry's Aseptic
- At the first Presbyterian church Prest. rxterian church preaches tomor"le skin
tomorrow Rev. W. E. Cave will row morning and evening at the
Cream
is
a
skin
food that supWillie Young was arrested yesterpreach on "School of Experience" usual hours.
plies just the right blood moistday by Capt. Frank Harlan of tle
ure that is needed to make your
hile at the. evening hour his theme
force, on a warrant sworn out I
Large Crowd.
chapped akin soft and pliable.
will be "Do Thyeelf No Harm.•'
Will
Utterback
former
I
charging
the
Yesterday morning early there reMade of the purest ingredients,
with doing a bidbAmisting business
turned from Mayfield the crowd of without a
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
Prat Baptist.
license.
Utterback
is
in
the
4
of
ad
i Paducah Knights
Rev. John S. Check expected to about fifty
•
bill posting business, and Young is
their friends who went
come hove several di). ago- from Coleenbue
a competitor of his.
Hoe SpriAgis, Ark.. whete he has been down pie veniug before and spent
Detective William Baker yesterday
the
Mayreseing tilre past ten days. but will the night worshiping with
at
noon kit for Louisville on official
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
not get here iintil today. It is pop- field people who are comkicting a business.
Catholic
the
that the revival at his ehterfh mission or revival at
of the
II he close-st tomorrow, after riut- church there. The gathering at that --Mr. George Morris, Jr., of St.
DRUGGIST
neighboring city is very largely at- Louis,
Pt
for several months.
has written here that he will
tensile& and quite successful.
arrive in Pachicah next Wedinsday to
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
Third Street Methodist.
close, up details looking towards
Ladies Aid Scireety.
t
"Mc •INIneacle
the' I./laves and
establishing 'here a new tee factory
TELEPHONE 63.
The Ladies' Aid seciety 441 the that will manufacture on a larg prices ranging from $15 to $100.Fleshes' and its Lessons" will • be
spoken on tomorrow morning by. Cunetwelund Presbyterian church will scale and supply to consumers at a
Rev. Peter Fields at the Third Street meet next 'Monthly afternoon at 3 -greatly reduced price from that now
Methodist church. At the evening e•cheek V., ith Mks. James Koger of charged.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
hour his theme will he "Those Who Jeffereon near Eighth street.
-Water and Oil Colors,
Fear Christ and The (oinsequeffees
Ie. A BEAUT REMEMBER I AM THE EIRST MAN TO PUT
Mr. J. T. Overstreet of Newark,
Rev ., J. W. illackarde presiding
Mottos and Colanders
Coining."
His
of
home
after
.visitreturnee
THE
Ohio.
has
F
PRICES DOWN ON RECORD.
MY PRICES ARE:
elder of the Paretic:de district, Sunday ing Cis parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Framed right up to date in five min•
Trimble
the
at
will
preach
morning
utes
time
at
the
Lutheran.
German
Overstreet.
: to- Street aleetiodiet church. • The serWin ti.r;t be any ..lory ice,
IC
:Pere
I
morrow morning at the German vice starts at it a: in. 'Miss Lucile
The Doily Register, only roc.
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
I.utherati church oil South Fourth filaekard will sing at this service.
428 Broadway.
week.
street. on account bf Rev. liten going
FACTORY`
MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAPto the country to preach. At the
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DISFor Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
evening hour he speaks here in the
PLAY THIS LINE.
city in the English Language.
—
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
Tenth\ Street Christian.
,
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
1 'Itan,foraintion ef the Soul" will PRESIDENT KATTERJOHN IS
THE BEST STONE ON THE 'MARKET for Monumental and
YOUR
MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
,morning
at
TO
Ger epoloen on omeorrow
SENDING MANY MEN
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSHOW TO eLEAN AND FIX THEM.
ALL, INFORMATION
WORK.
the Tenth Street Ohristian church by
URE AND tHEN RETAINS MS WHITENESS; does not beABOUT OUR. MACHINES GRATIS.
Rev. I). W. Bass, v.41u) has not yet
come dark and discolored,
Ohosen his topic for the ' evening
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY A'
hour.LET idfc TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
Hospital Board of Directors Held
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND UP
Quarterly Meeting Yesterday—
NOT' SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN1 BUY.
Second Baptist.
Road Extending Lines.
"Prepare to Meet Thy Goer will be
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF' NEEDLES—
spoken on tomorrow morning by
SOLE
AGENT,
illeg
TRIMBLE
ST.,
KY,
PADUCAH,
THE
VERY
FINEST
VICTOR'S
AND
OTHER
MAKES,
WHICH I
Rev. E. H. Cunningham at the SecContractor William Katterjohn. re
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITS
At night 'he
ond Baptist church.
turned last evening from Louieville,
talks on "Today, Tomorrow."
ON MY NEEDLES.
where lie has been on busineese.
while the superintendent of his labor
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE
OPEN
Grace Church.
FROM r P. M. TO 9 P. M.
Tomorrow morning and afternoon bureau, Col. Gus G. Singleton, came
Recao David W'right of Grace Epis- donw yesterday morning from their
copal church will fill ,his pulpit at the big plant up at Cedar Bluff, on. the
• usual Atom's. One week froth. tomor- Isonisville division. Since ' the first
• row Bishop Woodcock arrives here of this week they 'hate taken about
from Louisville to conduct the mis- 20o negroes to the mammoth quarry
works to labor, but it seems the cold
sion or protracted meeting.
LATEST OAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
weather knocks them out as the THE THREE
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES, ON DISPLAY AT OUR
SHOW
They,
conwork
is
in
the
open
air.
• Evangelical Church.
ROOMS.
Germ!' services will be held to- tinue sending up large delegations
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
,morrow morning at ioeto o'clock at from every section, and this constant
the Evangelical Ohurch on South repleniehtitent keeps on hated a big
Pifik street, by Rev. William Bour- force of several 'hundred all tbe time.
quin. At the evening hour his talles The ,forces are clearing the heavy
will be in English, with subject of coating of dirt from the top of the
"The Spring, The Stream, The Cup. ledge of cork leading hack from
and The larink.'
1 On Monday even- that part of, the quarry tlready
STEAM FITTING.
PLUMBING
ing at 7:30 o'clock the' quarterly blown nal :tad excavated. It will bBoth Phones 201. 132 S001/1 Fourth ,St., 325 KentuCky Avenue,
meeting of the congregation will be e few days bel(ore the crushing outheld at the church, leering which fits are resumed.
time a president will fie elected to
We Write Anything in Insurance'
Hospital Directors.
/succeed the late Mx. George Rack
Yesterday
coning
at
the
railroad
while other business ot importance
Offia306 Broadway
Phones:Office 38S—Residence 1641
will he lip, therefore a full attend- hospital wa held, the regular- quaot
ance is desired.
terly ineetin of the hoard of directors with the following present:
MissioneBosaday Schools.
Supt. A. H. Egan, Foadmaster F.
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Tonvorrov., afternoon
at
2:30 L. Thompson, Conductor John Whe
o'clock the newly organized Chris- den. Engineer John •McGteire, Matter
tian Sunday 'school for Mtehanics- Mechanic R. J. Torsehtill. of the Lou
W.
ilnirg, will meet for its firet liseon and isville
Siipt. J. J. Gavin,
study in the eigatl buiftling formerly Roeelmaster T. E. Hill. Supervisor
, FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
1pm-it by the city poblic ISchoolit . in G. M. Iiiibbards of the Tennessee diEverything
seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A'
that- addition. The teachers will he vision, and Assistant Chief Surgeon
fine noonday lunch for as milli.
PAS,:tilled the classes end everything D. G. Murrell and Resident Surgeon
started off by Mr. C, M. Claik, th E. ti. Earle,

O you fjod it pretty hard
o'get
good
shoes
$2?
tunt================

II WHENAND WHERE
TO WORSHIP SUNDAY I

That's a sure sign you
have not been buying them at,

Lendler & Lydon's

Phone 675.

309 Broadway.

We Do Repairing

Henry's Aseptic A
Cream for
Chaps

Nuw InuA IN yAtINTINus

Harbour's Book Department.

e.mg•

See Our Window Display

DON GILHERTO

J. Ktlehlschlaeger

Victor Talking Machines
The

Lich, 35c

for $22.00

10-inch, 60c

12-inch, $1.00

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

lo

I. C. QUARRIES

GREEN RIVER STONE

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

01311[INI-Ne11033-1,111[13R

The victor Tailing Machine Man,

DON GILBERTO

606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson PADUCAH, KY,

Ed D.Hannan
Cbe1 Buffet
C. Gray, proprietor.

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency
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MUST HAVE DIMPLES. r LOST PARADISE.

WHEN THE CABMEN MET:

Kaiser Frans Josef, Emperor of Anise
tria and King of Hun-

AN••••

?FINE TR.AINS

Chore Was • Short Season of En.
BY BARRY PAIN.
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT COMlightenment to Ono of
TO"
PLETE WITHOUT THEM,
garyThem.
For some time the man had seemed
to be asleep. He sat back in one corQuite apart from the foolish praise
Be was a cabman with a preternaturner of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
lavished upon monarchs .for their There Are Establishments That Make
dropped, his slack fingers ally solemn and sallow face, while his
lower
lip
slightest acts, says Pearson's Magaa Specialty of Providing This
nursing in his lap the pipe that he horse, a venerable gray animal with tall
via
zine, Helsel Feanz Josef, emperor of
140‘17 Fashionable
relinquished. Opposite to him sat and mane denuded of hair, was as s0r-7
had
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
Feature.
his wife, a shrunken woman with tight a looking steed as ever hauled a tare
Will bring pleasure tu your
a dozen states and 20 monies seeeking
through Chicago streets, says the Rilelips,
flat hair, and an anxious eye.
as maey :augeagee,
one oi: the most
"We are having an unprecedented call
ag..
their
ord-Herald.
made
two
The
home
during the long winter
remarkable iliures in the civilized (or dimples," said the beauty maker, she watched him and pursued the train pearanoe at the end of the Federal
of
her
thoughts
she
now
and
then
evenings. They are playing
and
world to-day, by Jettison of his great according to t'ae New York Sun. "There
building cab stand on Clark street the
age, his severe and simple life, the was a time when there was no demand shook her head as if with disapproval. other day. The solemn individual drew
now
at
our
store.
in
Come
tragedies of his family, and, above at all for them, but now we are kept She was naturally garrulous, but was his cab into line and stopped. The cabby
restraining herself.
As a girl she
and bear them.
Then you'll
Ill, the wonderful way he holds to- busy supplying them.
just in front, red-cheekeo, stoutly built,
had been rather pretty than not; none
gether the warring Lections within his
"Women 'WA into our establishment
he
that
looked
saw
newcomer
over,
the
Want
one.
Big
selection
of
could have guessed it now.
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louisempire.
demanding di:nples, and each has her
was an entire stranger, and thereupon
Suddenly the man sat up and
records.k,
'
ville at 8 a. in. dad!)
No other prince of \ the Hapsburg own particular style. To the casual ob, connects at
advanced.
house ever enjoyed such universal re- server all dimeles might seem alike, but opened his eyes; he tapped the howl
Danvihle, Ky., with solid train of
"What are you doin' here?" he deof his pipe against his boot and bePullman sleepers
spect and rove once, and whoever has there is really great variety in them.
and
vestibuled
manded.
gan to refill it,
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
"Of all dimples that on the chin is the
"Doin'," repeated the solemn one,
"You've had a nice sleep,". said the
Man" among the monarchs of the most noticeable and beautiful. Once
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:-3o a.
with slow voice. "Standin' here."
world is flied with enthusiasm for his upon a time it was the popular belief woman.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
"I guess you won't stand here, You
The man seemed in no hurry to ancharm of manner, his democratic ap- that dimples ws re born. Nowadays we
day, without change.
Dining car
got no rights here. You Mod.on."
swer.
tie was staring blandly at the
proachableness, his amazing frank- know that they are acquired.
serves all meals en route.
"Gain'to stand en this stand," assertness and his sterling sense of justice.
"They are lii French waves and false fiat, sliding country as the local train ed the stranger, getting leisurely doen
"Florida Special"—Leaving
This aged men, now nearly 75, works teeth. You ca. nave them if you want puffed and waddled on its slow way to from his seat and doubling his fists. ,
7:45 p. m., carries observation
ten hours a day and more at state and them. To ma... e cleft chin is quite a the sea. It was not until his pipe was
"I guess you won't stand here," reit- j. L HBNDRICX.
sleeper daily except Sunday, -Louis3.0.
MILLER
lit
that
he
turned
to
her
and
told
her erated the other, aiso doubling his fists.
military affairs, often contenting him- diMcult feat.
ville to St.
Augustine, without
WM. MARBLE.
self with a "quick lunch" brcught to
"You must cut into the flesh with a that he had not been asleep at all.
The two met.
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
"Not
been
asleep?"
she
said,
in
a
him at the desk in his study. Franz sharp knife until you have severed a
The stranger swept his arms around,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 P.
Josef to-day remains the same early muscle. When the chin hals there will high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well, wind-mill fashion, and made a wild
m. and St. Augustine at to p.
riser he was in the days of his youth, be a little dent or bear, and this makes if I'd known that_ Why, I've been par- swing at the short man. The latter
next
day. From Danville this is
ticularly
careful
net to wake you all ducked with much deftness and with
and summer and winter rises from his the dimple.
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
little iron bedstead at the early hour
"A woman once came to me in great this time."
equal dexterity landed his left and rignt
LAWYERS
composite car, observation car. etc.
a half-past four. His toilet—bath- distress. She had met with au accident "Thank you," said the man, without In quick succession on the solemn
Dining car serves all meals en route.
dressine -never which had inflicted a jagged cut in her enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin- visage, nose and eye receiving(he fists,
and
ing. shaving
Rooms t, a and 3 Register BuildVia the "Land of the Sicy"—Pullued.
meditatively,
"when
first
hour;
I
was
half
an
than
chin.
longer
him
takes
The solemn one halted, turned about, ing, 523 1-3 Broadway.
man steeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
'My good looks are ruined for life,' --er--taken ill, and you had to get me silently, slowly, calmly, dispassionateand as the emperor does not care for
Practice in an the courts ef the p. m. daily,
signed up and put away—"
running through to
civilian dress, he usually dons the the gasped, as she sank into a chair.
ly, and again mounted the hoz.
state. Roth phones 31.
Knoxville, where connection is made
"Now,
George,
please
don't remind
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
"I bound up her chin and assured her
"You knew morien I did about it—I
regiments. On his frequent sheeting that she would be all right in a few days. me," said the little woman, with some guess I won't stand here," said he. "Olt
4 at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co"'You will be even better looking than appearance of distress.
expeditions, however, he wears the
up."
"If I don't mind being reminded you
lumbia and
manse dress of Alpine Austria; and in before.' I said to her.
The ancient pair moved slowly off
Savannah, arriving at
-She smiled faintly and went away. needn't," said the man, stolidly. "What down the street.
his study. he appears in a short mIL
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
rwo weeks later she returned. The I want to know is when I '*as taken
tary *Soak, with a peakiess soldier
Highest price paid for secote4lseell
sound had healed and in its place there ill was I in any way vi2lent? Did I EMBARRASSING SITUATIONS
cap.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Evers- act of this remarkable old was a very becoming scar, which took want to do murder to anybody?"
5t.O'VeS e‘r2C:
"No; fortunately we were spared American Ambassadors Sometimes
man's life is conducted with military the form of a dimple.
Good returning until May vet, ere
"'I am delighted,' said sh% 'for I am a that. You didn't even try to break up
precisien. On the very stroke of live
Require the Services of
now on sale at low rates.
his breakfast--a cup of coffee. some thousand tithes better looking than I the furniture. So far as your doing
Interpreters.
any harm was concerned, I might have
cold meat, and rolls—is brought him; was before.'
Buy anything and sell everything
Variable Tours
"It is the style now to have a dimpled, kept you at home all the time, only the
before :Se he is in his study.
Often it happens that the diplomatic
A ceeenl glance might lead one to sincere, beseeching look; and it is fhe d sctor said it wouldn't do. No; you representative of the United States is 0111-aao Court street. Old phone 1311
Going via Asheville and "Land ot
think tnis was a cozy sitting-room, fashion to look rather grave instead of jest sat there smiling. You were • unable to converse with his colleagues
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
with its dainty pictures, framed photo arch. This gives the beauty makers a millionaire, so you said. Ready yo:t because of his lack of knowledge of
and returning Ida Atlanta and Chatgraphs and charming furniture; but stunt to perform in the dimple line, but were to write checks for.any eitm I French. Awkward situations are the
tanooga or vice versa.
Moving wagon in connection.
the big writing table in the window, ap to date there have been many suc- might mention. And the things you result, says Pearson's Magazine, reFor the "Land of the Sky," "Winwere going to buy—well, there was no quirine interpreters between host and
the booSehelves , and the litter of cesses and no casualties reported.
ter Homes," rather handsomely il"in Paris they are making dimples by Inuit to them. You owned three gold guests, a situation which verges on the
newspaper cutting:: on tables; cnairs
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
and floor reveal the rooia s true pur• electricity. They take an electric in- mines and I don't know what else. It ludicrous. Almost never is the Ameraddress any agent of the Southern
strisment and press it into the flesh was perfectly horrible to listen to ican enough of a French scholar to unpose.
Railway or C. H. liungerford. D.
derstand all the delicate twists and
Just above -The emperor's writing withont, however, breaking the akin. you."
P.
A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
table hangs a portrait, of his late con. Then they turn on the current.
"Was it?" said the man slowly. turns of which the diplomatic language
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
"There
is
a
mild
EYE,
EAR,
shock.
NOSE
They
reAND
capable,
therefore,
w
ai
and
at
he
best,
is
is
who
Elizabeth,
sort. Empress
"Well it's all over now. I'm sitting in
Rinearson, G. P. A.. Q. & C.
stabbed to the beant with a tile by • peat this aerie aed smith, always mak- a third smoker, going to the seaside without the intimate circle of those wan
THROAT.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ing
the
dent
kieept.r,
vat!l
after
few
a
closest
time
possithe
should
Geneva
be
whom
on
a
be
in
anarchist
maniac
on a fiver borrowed from my brother
years ago. Alas! this is but one of the the flesh has formed a habit. There is w'io didn't want to lend it. When ble terms. La finesse re is langue, this Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and
•
many dark tragedies that have over- a dimple In the chin.
that's done I go back to work at two is what the untrained diplomat. lacks.
Columbia Building
"This is only useful for the chin, and quid a week."
Whether in the course of time Amershadowed. the unfortunate house of
Phone 1o41—Red.
Hapsburg. In this study the emperor It would hardly work In the case of the
"Yea you know what rear position ica will train her diplomats as the tercheek,
which
is
too
hard
theirs,
treated
countries
remains
in
train
to
to
sign
be
noon.
until,
uninterruptedly
/•••11=IMMENI
works
Is well enough now. You're as sane
Bulky packets of papers and minis- this way.
as anybody, but think how awful it be seen. It is a highly delicate profes"Where cheek dimples are desired wes for me then." Once launched sion, one well worth preparation, interial reports are read to him; and so
carefully does be go through this work there is a more complicated process. We uron the subject of which she had not volving, as it does, the welfare and wellthat he frequently pounces upon con- begin by replacing lost teeth.
wished to be reminded she seemed being of the , ation. The knowledge of
The Illinois Central maintains dou"After you have plumped out the face
tradictions between clauses, which
rather to like to dwell upon it; possi- international law need not affect the
ble daily service, and operates the
have entirely escaped those who have you will discover that there are dimples bly she would have welcomed any new diplomacy. The stoca exchanges
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Bufin the cheeks. Make your cheeks plump
drafted the bill.
topic that gave her natural garrulity of the world are mightier than cannons,
and somehow there will appear the
fet-pbrary Cars, Chair Cars and
and expertness in financial matters,
a chance. "And that wasn't all I had
If you want y..in' clothes cleaned, Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
magic twinkling spots.
even to the expertness of a Cassini,
to put up with," she continued. "Why
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY "There
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C. Louis,
should be dimples on the hands
usefulness
of
tee
the
impair
would
not
Cincinnati and
Louisville
at one time you didn't know me—you
representatives of the most democratic Roes 3ag South Third Street I have rcaii for reaching the Winter TourHas Its as well as on the fact. To be alluring called me Dora."
Borrowing
Neighborly
has must lie idly on your lap. They
government. Nor,such is the consensus the nicest line cf samples for tints ist resorts of the South, including
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
"Did I'!" the man asked with eagmust be white and fat, and there must
of opinion. need patience and persua- in the city. Suits made to order.
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Shown.
be a row of dimples along the knuckles erness.
sion affect the two main elements of the
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
once
that
not
indeed—and
did
"You
"They look more youthful if there are
saw diplomacy—straightforwardcess,
Mardi Gras at New Orkana Feb.
The Blanks, who lived on the third
no rings at all. Riegs somehow make nor 20 times; and all your talk was frankness ad honesty.
re, '06. Gulfport is a Mexican golf
floor, had quarreled with the Dashes
sister
book.
My
poetry
a
bits
of
lila)
the hands look old. They are like finery
coast resort having the new, fine
who lived on the second. The un
IS A- GENERAL TONIC.
and elaborate dress. They add to ones was there at the time; I'm sure I don't IN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
fortunate affair heel apparently ended
'Great Sowtohern" Hotel. Regular
know how I should have got on withage.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
ocean steamship sealing! from New
with the return of numerous household
"To be pretty you must have nice out her. She couldn't help hearing Experiments for the Prevention of
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Taase
Orkant far Mexico, Central Amerishe
asked
teeth. They must be white and even what you were saying, and
Interfering Currents Prove
easy.
the
from
borrowed
bad
ca,
Panama, West Indies and Europe.
name.
that
of
anybody
knew
if
you
me
711100.
NERVOUS
WILL CURE
and there must be no gold visible. Then
Successful.
going Mis. Blink. The list, however,
Send or call for descriptive matter
Of course I could tell her we did not
you must have a pair of very red lips.
RESTORE
THE in
BLES AND WILL
did not include a French drip coffee
regard to the 4keve.
"White lips mean a poor circulation. and that It was just your light-headIn order to prevent wireless int ssagee WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
pot and a silk umbrella, and Mrs. Blank
have
sines
before
nor
Never
edness.
and narrow lips mean a bed disposition
another,
en.
one
interfering
with
from
Havana Via New Orleans.
vowed she would not lower herself to
and a habit of compressing the mouth I known you to be so complimentary deavors have been made to send ewe. FECT HEALTH.
ask even for her own property, relates You
things
said
You
then.
were
you
as
Havant,
Cuba, is best reached via
must, have a line, sthooth akin.
Weal waves only In one direction. as • FOR SALE AT ALL DWI(
the New York World.
the Illinois Central through service
which can be obtained by treating the about my eyes and hair that were quite luminous signals are given off from •
STORES.
Blank, being a man's man, kept out of skin every
to New Orleans and the new ocean
night with a good skin food. beyond the mark, and Carrie said It concave mirror. Prof. Braun has been
the quarrel. but Dash being more or less
them.
to
listen
shudder
to
her
made
and you must have a pair of clear, soft
hoer, twin-screw, nineteen knot
experiments of this kind, and
in
engaged
henpecked, was drawn into it by his eyes.
sleep again.
going to
r,
G
Ae
ro
ergeyou
lecture before the Strasburg Uto.
a
in
S. S. 'Mince Arthur
wife.
"The eyebrows must be nice, if one is
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
verslty Association of Electricians and
kaving
New
Orleans every WednesThe other night Blank came home to to be good
The man had fallen hack into his Naturalists be announced that Mese ea*
looking, and to make them
day et eno p. ea. and arriving at
Sod his wife in tears.
beautiful one must treat them every former position. "No," he said wearily. periments had come to successful con—LAWYER—
Havana at suessise Friday morning.
"Wh-what do you think. James? night with
an eyebrow grower. The "Wouldn't be worth while. We shall clusion. Prof. Braun's methods are
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead Japanese have very
Het Springs, Ark.. Florida.
nice eyebrows, but be there in five minutes. What do you based on the fact that three antennae arto-day."
Daily
Sleeping Car without ctrange
they devote a great deal of time to them. wantlo keep on about things for?"
ranged In the angles of a regular tri- Will pees** in all courts of Kea
"Oh, well, what do you care? Fie
Chicago to lint Springs, with con"The face r?iriuld be ellehtly oval
"What?" said the woman angrily. "I angle are excited by waves oT the same
tucky.
Isn't worth noticing."
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
shaped, semething like an egg. with the de like that. Me keep on indeed! I'd perioclicity, but of different phases. Tea
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he did small part of the egg
and Louisville.
at the chin. Look like to know which of us it was that inventor states that one of the three
ft." sobbed his wife. "You see their at your face and see If It is egg
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
shad. started on the subject. Perhaps you'll antennae begins vibrating by 1-250.Utei
window opens on the air-shaft and you
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
"If. it is round you must reduce it a tell me that."
of a second earlier or later than the two
can hear every word they say when little. If it is square you mast
south to New Orleans. The best
massage
The man remained with his eyes others, the; difference in time being kept
you ire going downstairs. • I heard Mr. along the lines of the chin to
via Neerhvilte, Chattanooga and Attake away closed, silent, his face impassive.
up, according to experiments, with AU
Moll say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose those square lines. If it is long
!aorta.
and naryou won't tell me because you accuracy of about one second in three
"No:
BROOKHILL
BUILDING.
umbrella is this?'
I could not catch row you must plump It out.
Mexico, California.
daren't. You know perfectly *ell it years This will result in different
her answer, but be added: 'Oh, well,
"And don't forget that you must have was you who begun on it and against radiation according to the difference iel
TELEPHONE NO. sat.
Special Tours of Mexico and CaliI'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.' dimples, for" dimples are the
style this my wishes. I know I told you that I the space, and by simply inverting a
fornia via the Illinois Central and
"I had to stop and speak to the janitor year. and you cannot be a pretty
woman hated to talk about it. Notwithstand- crann tbe direction of maximum effects
New Orleans under the auspices of
so Mr. Dash and I came face to face on without them."
to answer your can be shifted by CO or 120 degrees.
which I began
Raymond
ing
& Whitcomb, will leave
the front siepe, and he cut me—with my
question* in a civil way and get nothChicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb..
own 'daughter's umbrella over his head
Tips in Department Stores.
Why They Waited.
ing but abuse for my trouble. The fact
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
Honest—his nerve—"
The. Busing evil is growing in New Is that you're not grateful to anybody
Two young men with not much et. Sold at
last to include a stop-over at New
And her woes were exeressed in a York, despite
the discussion aroused by for anything. You're not grateful to pertence of horses went for a drive.
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. !Mire
Buffet,
Graiii
fresh outburst of sobs.
the new law aimed at purchasing agents. your brOther for this money he's lent During the ride the twee happene)
trips made in special private vestiBar,
House
Palmer
The latest class to demand tips are clerks us. No; if you were to meet the very to yawn, areYthe hit fell out of its
bule trains of finest Pullmans,
Town for Lawyer's Fee.
L. A. Lagomarsino.
in department stores. According to an doctors that cured you you wouldn't mouth. Two hours later a man passed
dining car service. Fascinating trips
An old comrade of Private Dalzell's experienced shopper, the
woman who say as Much as a thank you."
them and discovered both of the young
complete in every detail.
In Washington county. 0., sent for him does not recognize and
satisfy the itchFor the first time the man smiled. men waiting with their conveyance by
Illinois Central
Weekly
Zulu.
to try a case in 1870. The case was tried ing palm of the Ma who
In connection with due best Pam.
waits on her "All right," he said, "I dare say I was the roadside. "What *a earth is the
sions to California. Excursion cars
In a country schoolhouse. The suit was will obtain poor ser7lee
in some stores. a bit unreasonable. It's true, too. If I matter? I pused yen when I was min service, Zach Hayes has added
through to Los Angeles and San
of such a sort that an adverse judgment Akin to this is the store
"graft"on which met'thou doctors I shouldn't thank going out., and now when I come bock,
Fransisco as follows: Via New Orwould have put the defendanteand his many clerks figure as &
matter!"
regular addition them."
you're still here. What's the
a fine line of
The
wife and seven little children on the to their income. This is
leans and the Southern Routes evmen.
one
of
the
Toting
the change left
replied
"Oh,"
station.
the
train slowed into
road homeless and penniless. Dalzell .rver from purchases
ery Friday from Chicago; every Toes
at odd prices, such The man rose and lifted their shabby "we're waiting for the horse to yawn
happened to win the cue. When the as $1.411, 1,61. etc.
day
from Cincinnati and Losieville
Usually It only luggage down from the rank. "No," be again, so we can, put tbe bit in." —
plaice of the peace announced the de- amounts to two or three
via Omaha and the Scenic Route 'evcents, but very gelded, speaking as if to himself, "I TatJer.
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and many persons give the
ery Weelneedaty from Mears.
seller $1.60 or
think I should kill them."
sae bold fellow proposed they would $1.75, and go away
Fun Partiettlan concealing all et
without waltIrg for
Pat.
for
Shade
No
asked
"What's that?" the woman
and will continue to keep up the rep- the above can
build • town on the spot and call it the change. This
be had of agent* of
often amounts to a
you goodPat— I'm a......
sharply.
Dalsell, and it has been done—one of considerable sum In
the Illinois Central and conieeetint
the course of a day.
fountain
has
for
magnifiutation
our
for
me.
tuaama
In
it's
of
Moike.
hold
by,
"Never mind. If re, catch
the handsomest little villages In Ohio, Sometimes it even
beet or by addressing *Aber of the
amounts to "white
Shure. 'four dollars a day workin' on cent Ica Cream. Don't gorget.
basket."—The Tatler.
money." as sliver is called, and adds that
undersigned.
beside
mine
gold
like
a
looks
canal
the
Bespoken.
materially to the day's takings.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cinciutrahl.
Areeriky.
in
the'$1.20
"No, thank you," said
Fatherly Advice.
Miss De
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Lcris.
do
yen
mind
Pat,
that'
Mike—But,
Kure. "I don't care,to meet any new
Daughter--This rhino is really my
ville.
Christmas Cards.
Paulin& is one of the hottest place%
young men."
very own, isn't it, papa?
Ala,&igh
the
Is
130
In
world?
the
shads
It
first
In
the
Christmas
John A. Scott,'A. G. P. 'A., Mess
card
"My!" exclaimed
dear.
Miss
Pa—Yes, my
Gadele; was
Ade in 1846, very few were sent
phis.
"mere select all of a sudden."
"And when I marl y, I can take It with most every day.
"You don't suppose that I'm such
"No." replied Miss De Mitre, glanc- till the year 1862. Then the fashion me. can I?"
A. H. HANSON, P. T. Mt, I
dommed fool se to stay Is it* shads
a
tng dreamily at her new ring; "I've came in of sending earls the sip" of
"Certainly, my et Id. but don't tell
Chicago.
visiting
cards,
inscribed
all
the
BROADWAY.
time,
do
simply
you?"—Megashie
AND
SEVENTH
of
merely been *selected all of a
with anyone. It might spoil your chances."
S.
'Sudden." the words: "A Merry
G..14ATCH.
t.R
Fua.
Chriatmas."
e--Denver Tim.
—N. Y. Weekly.
TEL. 756.
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NON-VOTERS ARE MANY.

WAS ATTACHED TO DOM

WOMAN STALKED BY LIONS.

Singular Surgical Operation That Ito- "Idiots and Duelists" Are Barred in Terrifying Adventure with Six of
Flonicla-Other Odd
the Big Brutes in East
stored the Use of a
Provisions.
Africa.
Man's Leg.
Every one of the 45 states has a
Grafting the bone from a dog's lei
onto the leg of u man, to replace some different law as to voting, and the pro.
live inches of bone that had been re visions of these election Laws operate
moved, and so saving to the man hit to exclude from the suffrage in one
leg, was the remarkable surgical feat state those who retain it in another.
performed by a local surgeon. It war Thus, Florida excludes "Idiots and
the first recorded case of grafting upon duellists," the two classes being apthe human bone the bone of one of the ,parently included as one.
New Hapapshire excludes paupers,
1, lower animals, says the San Francisco
Weaning tam as those who are rev
Chronicle.
The patient, a Swede, 45 years old, Dived from paying tease at their own
had fallen about 12 feet to the pave- i request. Rhode Island groups paupers
Washington
ment, causing a compound fracture of end lunatics together.
the right leg near the ankle. The excludes Indians, but not Chinamen;
fracture resisted treatment, and in the Oregon excludes Chinamen, but not Incourse of time five inches of bone were diana Maine includes "Indians and
removed. It seemed that the only* paupers" in one category, and Michithing left was amputation. The sur- gan includes Indians and duellists.
Texas has a sweeping provision. It
geon determined to attempt to graft
the bone from the foreleg of a dog to includes "idiots, paupers, lunatics,
the sawed-off end of the leg bone of United States soldiers, seamen and
the man. A small black and tan dog marines." The purpose of this proviwee selected for the experiment, placed sion is to prevent soldiers of army
* I
under ether, and his leg prepared. The poets in Texas from voting there if
ends of the bones of the man and the they hall from other states, and is
dog were united by silver wire, and not a reminder of the reconstruction
the dog and man fastened rigidly to- parlors for Indiana arid Ofilo have the
gether in a plaster cast. The report same provision of law.
I California excludes idiots, Chinese,
says:
"The man suffered very little pain the insane, and those found guilty of
or inconvenience except for two or felony, making no distinction between
three deo& during which the dog was the four classes. • Idaho excludes bigrestless and would attempt to move. anitatil and polygamists, but Utah has
The more the dog would move the no such provision. South Dakota eXmore pain was inflicted upon the man.'eludes those convicted of treason, and
The dog soon realized this, so that it I North Dakota has • like provision,
was not necessary after the fourth day though prosecutions for treason In
to give the dog morphine to keep him these two states are practically unquiet. The dog ana the man became known. Mississippi groups together
in the excluded class "persons who
very much 'attached' to each other."
Five weeks later the bones had knit- leave not paid their taxes and bigted firmly and the dog was removed by amists."
Michigan excludes the "seconds" at
seeing off his leg. The other end of
the new bone was united to the man's duels and Minnesota Indians "lacking
Tennessee
bone without difficulty. Six month's customs of civilization."
after the union the thin bone from the raises no qualifications as to sanity
dog's leg had grown and developed al- and Wisconsin excludes those who bet
most to the size of the original bone in on elections in that state.
the man's leg. The man walks with
•cane, but can get along without it if INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
•
necessary.
Cream of Golden-Brown Used to
Lend the Appennuio• of
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL.
Sunburn.
-- -Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
"It Is a new idea," said the per
Which She Gets Matinee
turner. "I began It by way of a joke.
Monty.
It is selling like hot cakes."
-He rubbed a little of the odd cream
"What's a fellow going to do about
it, anyway" exclaimed a Boston shoe on the back of his hand, and lo, his
cierk the other day, says the Shoe Re- white, soft hand was as brown as a
tailer. "It beats me. Here comes in oaf tor's.
"We have become such an out-ofMiss College Maid, and she Is as fasMoor
people," he said, "that a fine gold.
cinating as she can be. She picks wit
a five-dollar pair of shoes as perfectly brown sunburn is more highly prised
by us than the most delicate rose and
lovely,' and 'won't we charge them up
illy bloom.
to par which we certainly will do,
"With this idea In mind, I experthecause 'pa' has notified us that his
ireented till I found • harmless cream
credit is 'O. K.' and Is at his daughthat would give the effect perfectly of
ter's disposal.
• gold-brown sunburn, and that would
"But next day in comes Miss College
disappear gradually, in a week or two,
Maid with her shoes in a box under
as real sunburn dnea
Ler arm. She would 'really like to loo7t
9 put this cream on the market
et those $3.30 shoes,' and she finally
Trom the start it sold tremendously.
tuys them. 'And won't we give her
Men and women alike buy it. And it
the change back.' she says with a Is bought not
only by the clerk or
smile that will tilt most men from Stenographer, who never gets
out in
their balance.
the sun, but often by the rich idler,
"Of course, if a man made such a whose life is altogether an onenoOr
proposition we'd call the police, but one. since the latter very frequently
we're apt to bow to the Miss College sunhurne in an ugly way-an inflamed,
!'laid with the smile, and hand over scarlet skin, blisters, peeling--and my
the 11.50 to her. aft if she had asked preparation changes all that giving
for only a pair of extra shoe string:. him the only sunburn that is worth
Then while Mies College Maid trots off while, the gold-brown one.
to the matinee to spend our 1/.40 ge
"Where I sell one jar of skin bleacb
ruzzle our heads as to whether wo I sell two of this gold-brown sunburn
have been buncoed or whether we have cream."
buncoed 'dad,' although. to ne sure,
we charge it to his somunt.
ASHAMED
THEIR HABIT
"And If a fellow once .falls a victim
to the wiles of Miss College Maid he Clay-Eaters of North Carolina Have
scull learns that he needs a new pair
Acquired* a Vicious
of shoes about every time a matinee
Taste.
idol comes along."
"The clay-eaters are hardy, but pale.
Volcano Orestes Earthquake.
The clay is a deep yellow, with I
the
close
example
of
A remarkable
smooth, sweet taste, something like yelconnection of volcanoes and earthlow jack molasses candy."
quakes was observed by the early Span The ethenologist had just returnee
JIM settlers in San Salvador. When the
from North Carolina, where he had beet
water in the crater lake of Ilopango rose studying the
famous colony of clay.
above a certain level earthquake shocks eaters.
always followed. So they cut a channel
"They are all of English descent," as
to allow the escape of the water anti to continued, "and they talk
with s
prevent Ilsolsing in the crater. And for marked English accent.
They are a lit
• 100 years there was no etrthquake in tle ashamed of their
habit They deny
that district. Then the precaution was it at first to strangers. But
this sham,
neglected, the water rose in the crater soon disappears.
and present4 a violent earthquake
"The clay ts eater .aw, cut into rount
shook the country. At the same mime cakes. Sometir.es it is
breaded, an(
the lake was blown out by a volcanic served with rsolasses or maple
sirup
eruptIon.
Sometimes, again, It is mixed will
sweet potatoes in a pudding.
Japan's Chemical Works.
"I tried it The taste was sickenine
Japan has e40 factories wherein professional chemists are employed. Ts+ o to me. I could no more have eaten the
of them employ over 500 workpeople, loathsome stuff than I could have eaten
a plug of chewing tobacco.
the others range from 30 up. In the PIO
"The clay is found near the mineral
are included gas works, paper works.
streams. They ate It first from hunger,
ceramic and lacquer works. Surer facdue to crop failures. But they eat it now
tories and breweries are not included.
as the Chinese eat opium, because they
Many of them are stock companies. Of,
have formed a vicious taste for it."
these 75 produce pharmaceutical products, 95 illuminating oils, 40 matches,
For Charity.
50 indigo, four other colors,four gas and
lie--Was your charity entertainment
six Incense. Japan's chemical industry employs 88,591 workmen. In the successful?
She-Splendid. We had a royal time,
match factories there .are Ave women
operatives to each man. Some factories all our pictures in the papc -a, and
run 12 hours, but most of them only everybody said we did just lovely. We
ten. Men's wages average 14 cents and took in $2,000, too.
"Then I suppose you cleared quite
women's ten cents a (lay.
nice sum for the hospital."
"Well-nst exactly. You see, the exHeight in French Army.
Sines the law of 1901 there has been penses were very heavy and after the
no limit of height for a French soldier; costumes and the carriage hire, and
dwarf or giant, all must serve. Before the flowers and the banquet to the perthat time the limit was only Lee feet tole formers were all paid for, it left only
Inch. Yet the average hefght was not about $60 for the hospital. But every.
yet run down to that of Napoleon's body said it was a big sucoess."-Bak
"grande armee" in its last years and not thnore American.
long ago it was above that of the GerBetween the Eyes.
man army measured as a whole.
"It will be soon enough, Miss Gwim,
Never Twice Alike.
pia, if I return this book the next time
"Think it over again, Nanette, before I call, won't it?"
,
•
refuge me."
1:,"Why. certainly, Mr. Feathertop,
"Why should I consider yolirpropoeal There's no hurry about 11 Any Urns
itwigs?"
within the next six months will do.", "Oh, because you women never think (Aloes° Tribune.
Owlet allks."-Dorfbarbier„
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Mrs. L. Hinde, whose husband is suboominiesioner of the British East Alre.n
protectorate, has had the remarkeoie
experience of being stalked by lions,
and the still more remarkable fortune
of living to tell the tale. It was on the
railway,in a spot hietorie tor the
ravages of man-eating lions, that Mrs.
Hinds met with the thrilling adventuie
which she relates, says islackwoutfe
Magazine.
camping out, the party in which Mrs.
Hinde was could hear with horrid regularity the screams of the wretched victims as they were carried off for the
cuaneaters' nightly repasts.
The camp was 70 miles from the nearest connecting link with the outside
world, and communication had to be
kept up daily by native mail runners. it
was the habit of the lions to keep pace
in the long grass with the runners on
the track, and, having selected the most
appetizing member of the party, to
pounce upon him and carry him off into
the bush.
()mope °cease:mid when out mapmaknig, Mr. and Mrs. Hinde came upon r
party of a dozen lions, possibly the maneating troop. Mr. Hinde fired twice.
dropping two of the beasts. He then
suggested that Mrs. Hinde should ride
back to camp, while he approached the
two lions, who might be dangerous,even
though mortally hit.
After riding for half an hour Mrs.
Hinds looked back and saw six of the
lions following her. The two native gun
bearer* ran away, leaving her unarmed.
alone with her Baia. an hour from camp.
She set off at a fast gallop. tee seas
running by her side. In their path arose
an angry rhinoceros, which fled from
them on to the lions.
Mrs. Hinds reached camp in safety,
while Mr. Hinde was held up by the
rhinoceros, on which he did not venture
to fire for fear of turning it on Mrs.
Hinds.

ofandb.

THE ELEVATOR BATTERY.
And the Starter Who Shoots the Di;
Projectiles Up in the
Skyscraper.
-"No," said the elevator starter in the
tall new downtown oflice building."weTent-don't keep the cars waitingOtie!-any more till they fill up-Seven!
-we keep them going-Four!-all the
time. There's never a minute hereEight!-when you can't get a carThree!-whichever way you want to go
-Five!--up or down. You see—"
He was a trim young man, says the
New York Sun, in a trim uniform, and
he stood on the opposite aide of the opea
space in front of the row of elevators.
Here he was out of the way of the people
but could see every elevator and every
elevator runner could see him. Surely
there was something doing here all the
time; but stfll in the midst of it all the
starter found time to say a word or two
in answer to an interested visitor.
"You see," he said-"Six!-we haves
good many brokers in the-Ten!building, and naturally they don'tOne!-want to lose any time gettingSeven!-to and from the street, and it's
just the same practically-Nine!-with
everybody; nobody likes to waltspnd so
we try to accomo-Six!-date tbim. _It
takes a little more power, but notThree!- much, and it Is convenient for
the people. There is never a minute
here when you can't-Five!-get• car
coming or going on any floor-Six!-We
keep the cars moving."
And so he certainly did. What Gridley and Bragg did In the way of firing,
in response to those historic orders"You may fire when you are ready.
Gridley," and "A little more grape, Capt.
Bragg"---was nothing to what the starter was doing here, standing back of his
battery of elevators and firing, at the
rate of three shots a minute, enormous
projectiles tbrenah guns of a caliber
never heard* on land or sea, and keeping this firing up, not through a single
action, but day,after day and week in and
week out

Telling Him About It.
:afore Important.
"Charley,
dear," said young Mrs. Tor"Ali! Mrs. Newcomb," said the uppish Mrs. Subbubs, "my many social kips, "I am very much afraid that your
duties have prevented me from calling interest in sports is having a demoralupon you as I should. However, I izing influence on your grammar!"
will surely return your visit some , He looked at her appreir.,nalvely.
"When the home team won that game
day-"
"Oh! that doesn't matter much," re- you said they fielded well."
"Did I?"
plied Mrs. Newcomb, promptly, "but
"Yes. And of course what you meant
do wish you'd return the groceries
you've borrowed from time to time."- Charley, dear, was that they felt well,
wasn't it?"
Philadelphia Press.
He looked about in utter helplessness
d murmured:
An Expensive Age.
"Of course."-Washington Star.
Father (looking over the paper)More bad news. A hitherto unknown
Beneficial Exercise.
frog pond has been discovered in OenClara-I have not seen Mr. Nicefello
tral Africa.
with you lately.
Mother-What is that to us?
Maud-He is practicing at the boat
Father-What is that to us! It club.
means that every one of our eight chil"I did not know be cared tor rowing."
dren will have to have a new and re"He doesn't, but he joined a crew, to
vised edition of Highprice's geography. please
me."
-N. Y. Weekly.
"To please you?"
"Yes.
I thought rowing would
Pa's Language. '
strengthen his arms."-N.Y. Weekly.
"Or course, Tommy," said the new
minister, "you believe there ts-esseh a
The Wind-Up.
place as hell"
He-Hello, old man. I understand
"Yes, sir," replied little Tommy that after graduating at Yale you
Hardman, "that's what pa beg, any- spent six years among the German
how."
medical universities.
"Indeed? What did he say about It9"
Him-And two in London,
"Oh! he dpn't say anything about
lie-Well, well! I suppose you're
He just set it."--Philadelphia Press.
through with study now?
Him-No; I'm just beginning a
Serious.
three weeks' course on operating a
Mrs. Bubble-Oh, James, that young trolley car.-Chicago Sun.
De Gaul has eloped with our daughter!
Mr. Bubble-Well, let 'em go. He
Sure Sign.
can nave her.
Gifile-Well, you'll be losing your little
Mrs. Bubble-They went in your au- girl soon. See her out often with young
tomobile andSmithers.
Mr. Bubble-Great Scott! why didn'
Spinks-Oh, just a boy and girl
you say so at first? Telephone to the friendship. Won't come to anything.
police at once!-Cleveland Leader.
GUI:le-Don't fool yourself. They spend
all their time looking in the windows of
He Knew the Ropes.
furniture stores.-Chicago Sun.
"Glad to welcome you into our little
family. Mr. Newcome." said Mrs. Star's+,
Satisfied.
ern. "Our boarders almost invariably
"Did yau read my novel, Criticus?"
get fat."
"Well, I read as far as the chapter
"Yes," replied the new boarder,,who where the hero was shot, and then I
was not, however,new to boarding,`'I've quit."
noticed the Same thing in most boarding
"Oh, but the hero recovers in the next
houses. It's cheaper than meat, isn't it. chapter."
ma am ?"--.Ph Iladelphis Press.
"I was afraid he would. That's why
I quit."-Cleveland Leader.
Flight of Time.
"Myra, dear," called the anxious
Still in the Land of the Living.
mother from the head of the stairs as the
Terrence McGraw-Oi saw Norah
clock in the hall struck the midnight O'Toole lasht wake wid a black band on
hour,"have you any idea how late it is?" her ar-rum. Faith, an' 01 didn't know
"Yes, mamma," answered the dutiful she had losht Ler husband.
daughter, who was plump, fair and .12;
Pat McGinnis-Begobs! an' it musht
"but it's better late than never. George be some other relative, fer 01 joost met
is busy measuring my finger for the her not an hour ago wid her eye in
ring."-Chicago News.
mournin'."-Judge.
Confidence Game.
"I've seen a good many halloo+, ascensions," said the star boarder, "and
they were all ftikes."
"Didn't they go up all right?" asked
one of the other boarders.
"Yes, but they were so tame. I've
never seen a balloonist get even the
slightest fall."-Chicago Tribune.

7 to g a. tr • t to 3 p. m.. 7 to g p. fff,
TRI.72,11EA.PT
Both phone sett at the office, both
41.1.41MMII
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ANNE
.
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DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
11116.

Office, 306 Broadway-Phone
Residrnce, 814 Broadway.
Phone tag.

Cecil Reed

J. C. Flournoy

FLOURN0Y & REED •
LA WYERS
Rooms so, -I and IS, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.

Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, is.
Mort hFifth, Ilthla Phone 355.
Residence 1045 Clay, Old Phone AP

0.D. Schmidt)
Architect and Superintendent.
aot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone agti Red; New Phone 3a,

Paducah,:

Kentucky.
se

E.tl. PURN'EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 'Register Suitding,
523 I-2 Broadway, Paducan, Ky,
New Phone 490.
SPECIAL TIES:
Abstracting ot Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.

A. S. DABNE Y

Exactly So.
"What,then?" asked the professor, "is
-DENTISTthe exact difference between logic and
Truehart Buticling.
sophistry?"
"Well," replied the bright student, Pit
you're engaged in a, controversy it's just
the difference between your line of argu- OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
ment and the other felloe's."-Philadelphia Press.

LAWYERS.

That Magnanimity.
Done with Labor.
OFFICES: Benton.. Ky., rear bank
First Footpad--No; de guy wuz big"No, Innitt doesn't work at all now."
ger dan I fought. an' he wouldn't cough
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
"You don't say? Why. when I knew
up.
Room tra Fraternity Building.
him he seemed to be a young man with
Second Footpad-An' what did you's.
Old Phone 3o3.
New Phone 114.
considerable push."
do?
"All that's changed now. He's is
First Footpad-Oh. I displayed sonic
'young man with considerable pull,' and
of dat Japanese mag.ninimity an' let him
doesn't have to work."-Philadelphis
go.-Chicago Sun.
Press.

H.T.liessig. M.D.

Domestic Needs.
Ihistand-Anythibg you want downtown to-day. my dear? Shall I order
some more of that self-raising flour!
Wife-We have plenty left; but I
wish you would stop a, an intelligence
office and order me a self-rising servant girl.-N. Y. Weekly.
Pastoral,
Miry had a little lamb
l'pon a famed eleurslon
But Mary only sigt.Lti nad wtOt
Because he wasn't Persian.
—N, Y. Sun.

Desirable Airs.
Miss Romanz-You don't appear •r.
care much for music. Don't you EL
like the popular airs?"
Miss Hunter-No. The only populai
air with me is the millionaire."-Tie
Bits.

Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.

DR. ROL.T. J. RIVERS
Above the Seeing Line.
z20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
He-Did you get a good view from the
mountain?
Floth Phones 355
the
top of
She-No; we could see nothing at all
Office hours 8 to to a. m., I to 3
We were 6,000 feet above see level, yot p. in, and 7 to 9 p. in.
know.-Yonkers Statesman.

A GREAT PROTECTION.
^

IN HOCK.

EXCUESION
St. Louis and Tennesset Fiver Packet company-the cheapest and hese
excursion out of Patlucsh.

Low Finance.
George Ade was listening gravely to
a compliment. At the end he said:
"Thank you. • You remind me of
something. A little while after the
appearance of my first book I went to
spend a week in a summer resort outside of Chicago. The landlord of the
modest hotel said to we:
literary man,
"'Mr. Ado, you are
1 believer
"I blushed and smiled, and answered
that I had written a few trifles, nothSatiates gets caught in the rain without
ing more.
"'I have several literary men stop- his umbrella.
How he solves the problem.-Phitadel
ping here,' the landlord went on.
-"Weli, I'm rather glad of that,' OM Press.
said I.
"'Yes" said the landlord. 'I like
Not His Fault.
literary men. They never object to
I tried to kiss the rosy cheek,
Beneath thrt charming bonnet.
paying in advance. They are used to
And yet I failed; I only toueheii,
it.' "-Washington Post.
The fine complexion on It.
—Life.

Sop to Cerberus.
Citiman- What have you on that placard?
Subbubs-It's a motto. "Down with
Norway."
"What do you care about Norwayr
"Oh, I've just hired a Swede cook."Pittsburg Post.

Dr. B. 11., Ciriffith
phones 240' at re .idenc. Office hours

$8,00 for tlw sound
Trip to 1eonessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; good service, g
table,
good rooms, etc. Boats
,e each
Wednesday and Saturday
5 p. nt.
For other inforrnetion apply to Jas.
still
mother
keep
summer
"Does your
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
boarders?"
"Well, she's got two that she sez she'll Brown, agent.
keep all winter if they don't pay up!"
Washington ker.
Harvest.
Now lusty farmers,
Clay and blithe,
,Cut Nature's coupon.
Wit a scythe.
—Puck..

H.T.Rivers,M. D.

OFFICE rao NORTH FIFTM
Modern Convenience.
Little Girl (In chnrch)-Why does so
TET..EPHON ES
many people put those little envelope.
on th' contribution plate?
A. Man of His Word.
OISca ago
Residence age
Little Boy-Thein's to keep the penMrs. Knicker-He used to say he
nies from makin' so much noise.-N. would go through thick and thin foi
Y. Weekly.
her.
Mrs.' Bocker-Well, his excuses are
Discovered.
both now.-N. Y. Sun.
CITY ATTORNEY
Patron-Why do they call this place
Stubb-There .goes
Miss Flasher.
People.
of
the
Voice
a chop house?
Says she is just back from Newport
Waiter- Why, sir, I suppose"I hear that old Skinflint has got re.
and her complexion Is as brown as a
"Oh, don't trouble about It-I've nut.
' ligion."
R011111 t3 ant! se Columbia Valetta*
found out. ' Bring me a hatchet for
"Has he? He roust have run across a
Penn-Yes, a
chestnut.-Chicago
tleis steak, will you?"-Cleveland Plain News. ,
chance to cheat r.mebody else out of JO
Old Phone sot).
- -Record-Herald.
Dealer.
-- —
Thrif r Girl.
Feature.
Disconsolate.
Remarkable
A
ALBEN W. B." RKLEY,
Her-I'd never air ry a penniless'
nose.
her
About the Inost disconsolate looking
like
-I
*He
French or British duke.
wenran vre know anything ebony Is the
She-Why, It's crooked.
Him-Good for you.
know it. 'It's never in the wap
woman who holds the team while tier.
"I
Her-Not if I could get an American
husband does the "trading" in a Nowhen you kiss her.-rYonkirrs fitataw
oil or coal baron, I mean.--ehicago
Room No. 5, Columbia BuilcUng
how) -Atchison, Globe.
San.

IMMINNO.

7. B.,harrison,
Attorney-at-Law.

IIMW-••••••11,

Att.;rney-nt-Law,

t
41••••••••11...

a•
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White Cook, that was tied up in the
the Padiscall harbor several weeks
ago because the owners • would not
pay for the machinery the Fairbanks
firm supplied the craft.
The Stacler Lee will pass up tomorrow bovid for Cincinnati from
ebem,phis.
The Peter: Lee will get here tomorrow on eer way to Memphis from
Cincinnati.

eine:*

A GUARANTEE
Is attached to every
Prescription
which
leaves our store, that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs,in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe Doctor; and that it is
• filled
in 'every instance by a

RUNNING SORES
COVERED LIMBS
Little Girl's Obstinate Case of
Eczema — Instantaneous Relief
By Cuticura— Little Boy's Hands
and Arms Also Were a Mass
of Torturing Sores — Grateful
Mother Says:

PERSONAL NOTES

the needs of the growing city for
many years to come.
Yesterday he called on different
members of the light committee, on
Mayor Yeiseir and others, and had
long conferences with them, at their
solicitation, and submitted _figures
sihoveing what _could be done in the
premises.
As yet the' light committee 'has
not framed up its report o recached
any conclusion in this respect, and it
Ls not known exactly what will be
done.

THE KENTUCKY4

LOUIS

TELEPHONE 548.

CLARK'S MONDAY rEGAT 12
SPECIALS
Time to Laugh Right Now.

Richard Cane's Merriest
Musical Melange

For Saturday,
Februptry

City Buyer.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
he thought the aldermanic body had
made a good and forward step in
creating the office of "city buyer."
as be thought-Ft- meant a considerable
saving to the city in the way of purchasing new material needed, and
disposing of the old stuff worn -out
and of no use. He thinks the buyer's office should be in the brick
building beside 'the city half, where
is maintained that or the city ellgineer and city streiteierepeitor, as it
13 not absolutely necessary that this
official -be eight in the hall proper.
He does not doubt but what a great
means of saving will result and commends the step taken unk- the
others' lead. It is not yet /hewn
who will till the 'position, but it ie
understood there ere already several
applicants for the place.

THE MAID
10, and mummy•,,.•

Mr. A. J. As,plan of Jackson, Tenn.,
is in the city in business.
Book and lyrics by Richard Carle.
eles.sre. Ruaert A. Brackett and
lb. Lump Starch for
25c
Music by Roi. Hood Bieveers.
Jack Carletoo of ellowe's Pictures"
7 tbs. B. E. Pees
are in the city at The Palmer.
25C
WITH
A LIFE
-Mr. Samuel Filrenean has returned
7 tbs. Navy Beans
ase With the original New York Theatre
TIME
EXPERIproduction and' company of
from a trip to Chicago, where he at8
Bars
Swift
Pride
Soap
for
2se
"In reply to .)alr letter I write you
ENCE.
Musical Comedy Celebrities.
tended' the AOtenniebile show.
my experience', an you are privileged
so-lb. Bucket Pure Hog Lard
o5c
'Mrs. Morris Preenell of Smithland to use it as you we fit. Last year,
5-lh. Bucket Pure Hog Lard
5oc The dem= appreneics
visiting in the city.
after having my little girl treated by a
ASK.THE D3CTOR
very
prominent
physician
for
an
obsti24-lb. Bag Omega Flour -for
air. Bob R
yes'tailor,
the
8oc 'I1' dashing autordobile
terday morni• went to 'Huntsville, nate case of eczema, I reerreed to the
Irish Potatoes, per peck for .. 20C The vivacious Polly,
Cuticura Remedies, and was so well
DRUC STORE
Ma., to reek:The rollicking Julia,
x lb. Ground Pepper for ,..
pleased with the almost instantaneous
20C The cute
Mr. Josept L.. ereitimen goes to relief afforded that we discarded the
village cut-up
4 Cakes German Sweet Chocolate 25c
Chicago tomorrow on basiness con- physician's prescription and relied enBaldwin Apples, per peck . .
Saturday Morning, Feb. so, Igoe.
nected with The Palmer hotel deal. tirely on the Cuticura Soap, Cuticura
25C
Prices: 25C, 35C, 50C, 75C, $1.00 and
Ointment, and Cuticura Ms. When
He intended genies yesterday.
2 doz. Fancy Large Bananas for 25C Si so.
we commenced with the Cuticura Reme Mrs. Bettie C. 'lendrick of Wast- edies her ft and linib4 were covered
Chunk Pineapple, per can
tot
Ingtons D. C.. arrived, last nigh to
with!limn sores. In about six weeks
Hams,
Picnic
rec.
pound
soc
visit Mrs. Elbridge Palmer.
we had her completely well, and there
Crisp Wafer Crackers, per lb
toc
'Mr. C. M. Baker, of Noah's Ark, has been no recurrence of the trouble.
Holliday_
'Charles
is
--Postman
•
2 tbs. Vermicelli Or Noodles .
15C
went to New York this Aliening on
"In July of this year a little boy in
confined at his home on South Sixth business.
2 cans \fancy White Heath
our family poisoned his hands and arms
Telephone 548,
street with a severe atta,ck of seemPeaches for
Mk, Robert B. Phillips has gone to with poison oak, and in twenty-four
35e
ear trouble.
hands
were
hours
and
a
mass
his
arms
3 cans 'Scottish Chief Corn for 25s
New, York on business.
of torturing sores. We used only the
—Dr. "Mean Hoyer • yesterday
3 cans Thistle Brand Peas for
Miss Laura Jobe of Jackson, Tenn., Cutieura Remedies,
25c
washing
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hands
moved 'his office from Legal Row to yesterday passed thrieugh here en
• cans Ferndell Sweet Wrinkle
and arms with the Cuticura Soap, and
Tuesday night and balance
the office building behind Walker's route for Cincinnati
Peas
25C Beginning
anointed them with the Cuticura Oint- JUDGE LIGHTFOOT GOES TO
drug Store on Soefh, Fifth street.
of
week
with Matinees Wednesday
Capt. Jack ebeCandless yesterday ment, and then gave him the Cuticura
Quart jar Sweet Mixed Pickles . 25C
—Mr. and Mes. C. Moore of tee;
Resolvent. In about three weeks his
FRANKFORT ON THIS
tinted from Chicago.
Queen Olives, in bulk, per qt
and Saturday.
Salem avenue, 'have a new boy baby.
Me. George C. Wallace has gone to hands and arms healed up; so we have
Queen Olives, per bottle
toe
BUSINESS.
Iota of MUM for feeling grateful for the
litr. and Mos. C. C. Lee. have a new I Atlanta, Ga., on business.
Sweet Relish, per quart
20C
Remedies.
Cuticura
that
the
We
find
boy baby ..t their suburban •hmne two
PADUCAH FAVORITES
Miss leouiee Cox is in Ann Arbor, Cuticura Remedies are a valuable
•
lag Feriedell Fleur for
7oc
herring Oak Grove on the 2 elihc., visiting her brother,
Mr. household standby, living as we do
3 3-1b. cans Rhubarb for
25c
'Judge Richard' Lightfoot this mornHinkleville road.
Charles Cox. From there she goes twelve miles from a doctor, and where
—Mr. Henan Friedman is con- to Detroit, -Mich., to visit Miss Cora it costs from twenty to twenty-five dol- ing left for Frankfort, where he goes
fined at his home on Jefferson 'street t Miller.
lars, to come up on tho mountain. to lay before the state legielietwe, a
Respectfully, Mrs. Lisa, Vincent proposition to 'have enacted a bill for
with a painftstly earned head, causedi
Thomas, Fairmount, Waitkn's Ridge, improvement of the county roads
by the flame flaring out the door of' '
1•
TELEPHONE 548.
C-ass Mixturs.
Tenn., Oct. 13, 1905."
running% througto the rut-al districts.
a stoke he was adjusting.
and
Every
external
eon
Callbpiste
ter
Internal
Ti
World's Fair lawa Crass mixture
—Resident* of the- eletzger addil'implee to Serollabaltaleer zzr. He wants the cost of the improveBroadway.
tem to the city i,re preparing to pee_ at Brunsaa'e.
%we C1=tetleallei
Company of 20 Superlative Artists
Ilk:pee All ment liquidated in a menner similar
tion (he etretil car company to exto that prevailing in this .eitee—at
Presenting
..1=1.61=te.
_1ros. morighw present.
tend its Tennessee street elle out
An
entire
new line of plays.
alines•;Thik'lle OMNIeta Seat7"...""
Nenv when a public street here in
from its present terminus at site and
MATINEE AND NIGFT
Tennessee, to the addition, where
Paducah is re-conetructed, the patty
Hieh-Class Vaudeville Neck/ties.
owning the property lying alongside
hundreds of people reside.
songs and motion pictures
Illustrated
23rd Semi-Annual Tour
time thoroughfare improvexh, is taxed
Yardmaster le M. Stonebraker of
Solid carload special scenery
according to hie front footage, and
the I. C., is out, after laying p with SOMETHING WILL BE DONE
neade pay (nee fourth of the cost.
.three ribs treleen et'rin'e 'a runaway
TO RELIEVE NORTH SIDE
in St. Louis last e'rek.
while the owner of the property on
EVER NEWER
CONIDTION.
SEXTON MATTLSON PREPAR- (lie other side of the highway 'pays
Usual Conditions.
one-fourth, and the municipality pays
ING TO MOVE TO NEAR
Grass Mixture.
OAK GROVE.
the other half: The judge advocates FOR ELEVEN YEARS
World's Fair lawn Grass mixture
SEATS ON SALE MONDAY.
Superintendent Lieb Held Meeting
a similar policy when the county
at Brunson's, 423 Broadway.
AN UNBROKEN CROWNPRICES: Matinee, children toe;
With
Principals—Over
Half
of
either
t roads are to be improved with
ING TRIUMPH. Adults 20C
Night, lo, 20 and 3oc.
County Schools Closed.
wants
ante
to
macadam,
be
ravel
or
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, ctesp
Interior of City Clerk's Vault Will
Box
seat
pc
parties
the
tax a part of the cost to
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
Be Put in First-Class Condition
The new program is replete with Inowning the farm land lying akingside
Porteous Bros.
terest, humor and knowledge, in—Mr. Leake Here.
'Secretary 'W. H. Pitcher yesterday
Have Pnryear, of Abstract Com
the proposed improvement.
cluding absolutely the only Ausaid that some memlbrs of the school
pany, examine 'title to your property.
Of course if the hie is adopted. the,, thentic moving pictures
board were talking of finishing up
New Register building.'
fiscal court, composed of the magisof the
The family of Mr. Porteone has
one or two of the second story rooms
trates of the county, will be the parat the McKinley building in elechan- moved out of the residence they have ties to order the improvements and
iceberg, so as to prepare for increases) been occupying on West Trimble mnke the apportioned assessment of
and
Cairo, 24.7; falling.
attendance at that building, but that street, just outside Oak Grove ceme- costs to the abutting property owner.
firoet of the board members and es- tery. and Sexton James Mattison is The judge states he 'has thought the
Cliattanewega, missing.
DENTIST.
Oneinnati, missing.
pecially himself. were strictly opposed Pow baying it fixed up preparatory matter over long, and gone into it
to moving into same. The house is
of
-Evansville, 12.5; falling
this, they4
untilevg
nothing should
with considerable detail, therefore bethe one owned by the city and mainMies over Globe Bank and Trust
be done at
other' buildings
Oorenee, 4.9; falling.
lieves it would be a most excellent
falling,
arrangements
are completed for 2C- tained for especial use by the sexton movement, if incorporated into a law
Jolmeonville, 8.4; o
3o6 Brandy/sty.
coninv-wilation of the people of the of the cemetery. Mr. Mattison bar- and, made operative.
Louisville, 5.9; fa' ng.
and many other exclusive timely and
irg
been
chosen to succeed the late
North Side. He thinks they should
Mt. Carmel, frozen.
superb scenes of Modern Life and
erect a building upon the block of Mr. William Porteous, who during
Nashville, 10.5; falling.
History at•Home and Abroad
Mrs. E L. Wkiesides,
life
was
the
occupant
of that public
ground purchased in 'the Faxon addiPitteburg. 1.5; falling.
PRICES:—Matinee children 15c;
tion on North Twelfth street by the Rosi t ion. The new sexton expects
OSTEOPATH.
Davis Island Dam, 3.9; falling.
PRICES: MMatinee, children z5c
trustees, so as to care for the Row- to get into the place within the next
Si. Louis, 9.3; falling.
adults
25c.
Night
Prices:
ac,
35c
6o3!,,
, Broadway
landtown children, and those between week or two.
Mt. Vernon, frozen at gauge.
and soe
I
WANTED—A poeition by a young
this suburb and Trinebte street, bePaducah, 16.5; falling.
Seats now on sale.
Phones, old 1431
New, Or.
Improve
Vault.
Address F.
•At five reclock this, afternoon there cause at present the little ones have
man as bookkeeper.
vete*.out for the Tennessee river the to walk over a mile in some instances
The interior of the big iron vault box 644, Paducah.
to get to their respective headings. in the office of City Clerk Henry
steamer Kentucky.
The Dielle Fowler leaves for Cairo' After facilities are afforded for this Bailey is in very had shape and arFOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
at 8 o'clock this -morning and comes section of the city he then wants to rangements are being made for im- No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Regfix things for other portions of town. provement of same, Chairman Harry later office_
back tonight about/eleven.
(Inem ouratst)
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville Supt. Lieb strongly recommends that Hank, of the public improvement
ataterany, and coming back tornor• something be 'done down in the Fax- committee, now getting figures from
FOR RENT—Rooms either furnGeneral Cartage Business,
row, lays until ellonday before getting on addition neighborlexer and doubt- a Chicago dealer now here, to put ished or unfurnished, ot The Inn on
less this will' be effected this eummer. the vault in first-class condition. North Seventh streetea mast desira- Superior Facilities for
out an lea return that way.
Office
This i sthe only vault in the city Isle location. Apply Dr. J. G.
The John S. 'Hopkins coines in toHandling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe
Principals' Meeting.
hall that has not been overhauled Brooks.
e'eay from Evansville, and gets out
weekly
the
afternoon
Yesterday
and
areeediately 'on her return to that
And Household Goods.
remodeled for some years past,
Roth 'Phones If
conference wite the different princi- and now it is to be put in an equally
city.
FOR RENT—One furnished room
pals %sae held at tee Washin•gton • good shape as the balance.
The Richardson leaves
at Eagles' Home, Sixth - and BroadTenn., today and gets here tomorrow. littildiejeaon West Broadway by Supt.
pply at secretary's office in
way.
Rte lays then until noon. `",miley Lieb, at which time they talked over
Electrical Man Here.
buildin
their iairk for the ensuing week, and
Leake, the repees,entative of
before leaving for -CI
At Llotfisville Jud e Evans has reviewed that accomplished since last the Westinghouse • Electrical comFOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
pany of Pittsburg, arrived in the city 219 South Fifth street. L. G. Orme
given the Fairbenks-Morse company ,eeopday.
1
yesterday morning and is now he)*
judgment for $1.5oo against the owncalling upon the city authorities in
Over Hialf Closed.
ers of the big gasoline towboat
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
, Supt. Serene! J. Billington of the the interest of putting the munieipal- :able-bodied unmarried men between
Accident,
yesterday ity's public power house in first-cla“ ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
rounty public schools
Liability, Steam Boilerstated that over half the patrols of condition. He is the gentleman who 'United States, of good character and
the rural districts have finished out wee 'here the first of this Week, and temperate habits, who can speak, read
their allotted six erienth's term' and he estimates that it would not take and write English. For information
•lisnrissed until fall. By the middle over $2o,000 to put the plant in apply to Recruiting— offices,— New
•1f twin avontie all will have closed for shape sufficient to amply care for Richmond House, Paducah, KY.
Office Phone 369,
Residence Phone 72f•
▪
the session, so as to -let the boys out
in order they can help with the farm
work.

"CUTICURA REMEDIES
A HOUSEHOLD STANDBY"
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Lyman H. Howe's
Ladies Free Tuesday Night
LIFEORAMA

THE RIVERS

Dr. Sidney Smith

SURRENDER
PORT -ARTHUR

POPULAR WANT'

Paducah Transfer Company

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Life,

GET.... •

"Uncle I
Tom's
Salve"
FOR FROST BITES

Campbell F3lock.

--Contractor Chic Millar's men will
in a few days finish the work of putting the new aquaree of slate trpoit
the roof of the City Hall which is
being repaired by tbeltn. The entire
roof will have to be overhauled, sometime this year.

WILL NOT FORdIVE BONI
8.—Strong efforts conTAKES OUT SORENESS. Paris, 'Feb.
tinue to be made in behalf of the Cas
eellane family to brieg aboet the
abandonment of the, divorce suit be
gun by the Countess Boni De Castellane, formerly Anna Gould, but u
to the preeetrt the desired result has
not been achieved. An attempt to
obtain the countess' assent to a judicial separation without an absolute
INCORPORATED.
'
divorce has also been emsecceseful
Druggists,
Fifth and B'way. and probably the case willbe •heard
three weeks hence.
Both Phonea 175.
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